The problem in point, however, is
that without the bond there is no way
to avoid eviction from the premise
which literally pushes our people into
the street for there is nowhere else to
go.
a

ones are under incredible pressure in
thistransitionand theonly thing which
shall ultimately allow prevailing is
KNOWING TRUTH and at the same
time protecting your assets and your
sustainability as long as. is possible.
You see, something has happened
which is wondrous. The media is
having to keep the horrors of the
incidents churning and giving great
GUILTY PAR- fear and “show and telll” to keep you
TIES GO ALL THE WAY TO THE believing things are horrendous. Well,
BUSH BOYS AND THE GOVER- the only horrendous things are those
NOR AND THE RESOLUTION now perpetrated by your government.
TRUST CORPORATION.
GLIMMER OF HOPE

Hatonnpresentin Lightand Brotherhood.
We shall have to attend
whatever comes next with our work
from this sector. The case in point is
this property and whether or not our
scribe will have to vacate duties for
this interim time to attend life necessities.
The request for
went to the
higher panel ofjudges as to whether or
not to allow time for attending the
incredible rendering of injustice by
the Superior Court. This type of
decision usually takes some fifteen
minutes for finalizing--THIS case took
over 24 hours. All judges involved
saw the injustice and stated as much
IN
but final decision was made on the
basis of contacting the original Judge
Davis who, in turn, told them there
TROOPS
was another route of gaining time and
IN
requested thejudges deny the “stay”,
So--in brotherly violation of the justice system the “stay” was denied.
What we have now upon which to
work is better from the legal aspect-much more profanely difficult for our
AND
people. Instead of the $215,000 cash
on Wednesday of this week--it now
I am swamped with inquiries rerequires
go garding the above case and what shall
a
we be doing ? Alternatives are quite
This limited but the fight will continue as
allows return of the funds at time of long as funds can be gathered. At this
appeal when the case is won or to the point, however, there is shortage of
funds to even continue the paper and
house if the case is lost;
publications so we must recognize
human limitations and do the best we
a
will can under adverse circumstances.
What can you do? Continue to get
informed. It is recognized that all

93581
0020

The events as unfolded in Los
Angeles, for instance, were not only
expected but werePLANNED and the
gangs PAID-OFF to wreck the city.
Now what is happening is basically
brotherly insight taking over and hundreds of neighbors and friends have
poured into the area and joined hands
and shovels and
cleaning up the
mess.
government and forces had
not expected this reaction--they have
done everything they can think of to
cause spreading of the events and
far the citizens are not taking the bait-THAT
ICA COULD RECEIVE AND IT

shall it be the physical property in
point but, rather, the injustice of the
entire system which must be confronted.
I cannot seem to cause hearing but
NOW IS THETIMEFORTHE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER TO
STEPIN PUBLICLY AND LOUDLY
AND GET ATTENTION TO THIS
CASE FOR IT GOES FAR, FAR
BEYOND THE LIMITS OF AN
INDIVIDUAL CASE--YOU HAVE
NEW LAW BEING MADE WHICH
WILL BIND ALL PROPERTY
HOLDERS TO LEGAL LOSS OF
THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER CAN
ENTER A WRIT ON CONSTITUTIONAL GROUNDS--I WOULD
SURELY APPRECIATEITIFTHAT
WOULD BE DONE--NOW!!
gest you go

The Law Center also has opto bring public attention to
YOU. YOU ARE SEEING
“GOODLY”
BEHAVIOR BE- Tysonandothermisappropriatedcivil
abuses. only have this further to say
TO DO.
to you readers--Dharma and Oberli
We shall simply have to work our have carried the Constitutional Law
own local problems out. Dharma and Center almost alone since concepOberli will file bankruntcva~ain which tion--they can no longer do so. It
will stay procedures of phy& evic- be self-&staining within a couple of
tion some 30 days in processing, thus months but it has literally cost thus far
giving a bit of time for funding the the amount set aside for their own
bond--beyond that cannot be yet seen. property which is now lost to them in
Just remember, beloved readers and order to sustain the Center so that the
friends--it is your love and mutual public can have some protection and
caring which sustains in the process-not the property in point for never
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I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn,

You may call me Hatonn.

Your President Bush and Congress have dealt a death blow to your
Constitution while you weren’t watching through the ratification of the
U.N. Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights which brings limitations of
freedom of speech and imposes penalties against American citizens to be
determined
Your U.S. Senate, with almost
NO debate and

”

Senators, fearing public outrage
and uprising, ratified the “Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights” (the human rights treaty) with
only a voice vote on April 2nd (one
month ago). The

bringers

a
a

The information within the dot
uments revealing Truth, THE
PHOENIX JOURNALS and LIB.
are the outlays of lies ant
hidden facts for which you can fine
confirmation. If you don’t know the
problems and the source of the prob.
lems, you can have no solutions.
I do not “channel”; I transmi,
on a frequency attuned to my ‘‘re.
ceiver” who is simply a translator o:
the pulses into English. This is trut
of all reeivers .who receive fron
any of this Command come fort1
with God for this transition of spe
ties and planet.
The receivers mostly have nc
reference for material given unti
after the giving and then, only fol
their own confirmation and yours

help in hopeless situations. This cannot be done by the one or two--it
requires the MANY. YOU are currect
in your knowing that, when it worsens, ones will call upon God to “save
them” and will have forgotten that
they did little to SAVE selves or
brothers in time to salvage freedom.
While you have not been watching, let me point out what has happened--right on schedule--which you
may find of great interest. You must
understand that your nation has been
Executive Order’ed into imprisonment. You have given your nation
into the hands of the New World
Order through and within the legal
control by the United Nations’ blueturbaned forces and the direction of
the Elite One World Government.

No senator demanded a roll-call
vote to get his colleagues on record to
later be confronted. Nobody questioned whether or not a
was
present (and there was NOT). It was
simply announced that “two-thirds
had approved the matter by voice
vote. ”
You were warned and warned over
and over again about this pending
threat to your Constitution, and we
have prodded continually to get you to
watch, listen and demand this not
happen--but it has happened. The
Establishment media conducted a virtual blackout of the legislation and
carried NO REPORTS OF ITS PASTHAT
SAGE
KNOWING
RATIFICATION
WOULD BE
FORTHCOMING IF NO PUBLIC
INFORMATION GOT THROUGH.
The internationalists and their
handmaidensin the media, knew from
past failures and accidents in reportthat a blackout would be absoto
a
groundswell of popular opposition and
further setbacks in the timetable to
achieve the New World Order declared by President Bush.
TREATIES LINKED TO KILL
FREEDOM

police speech in the U .S . was first sent
to the Senate by treasonist President
Jimmy Carter, aTrilateralist, in 1978.
President Ronald Reagan took no action (intentionally) on it. Bush, alsoa
Trilateralist, sent it back and asked it
to be ratified.
You think perhaps Bush won’t
sign the final law?? Forget it, little
dreamers,

man&d ratification.
Now you have a real problem for
at least the Genocide ConvenYion
needed implementing legislation to
codify it. This treaty NEEDS NO
IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION
TOCODIFY 1TUNDERU.S. LAW.
According to the text of the resolution
of ratification: “nothing in this Covenant requires or authorizes legislation, or other action, by the United
States of America prohibited by the
Constitution of the Uni$d
as
interpreted by the United States.”
This passage also implies the Senate is certifying that nothing in the
treaty violates Constitutional gUarantees, although if this were true they
would have no need to approve a series
of reservations
DIFFERENT STORY

This treaty in point is directly
linked to the Genocide Convention
and the human rights treaty. The
decision of the President to request the
S&ate’s consent to ratification is a
most important step and one which
builds upon the Senate’s consideration
of the Genocide Convention. And
watch your wondrous Senator Daniel
Moynihan for he is one of the program
planners and instigators of the treaty.

The “res&vations” that were attached to the resolution telI quite a
different story. Article 20 of the
covenant prohibits “propaganda for
war and advocacy of national, racial
or religious hatred that constitutes an
incitement to discrimination, hostility
or violence”.
You saw the first of this power in
action by the action of
eralizing”

GENOCIDE TREATY?
Oh, I had hoped that you would
have remembered what it is. It, the
Genocide Convention, empowers

harm” to a

The treaty allowing the UN to

Because this would directly contravene the First Amendment guarantee of
&ration proposed, and the Senate
approved, a resenfation stating “h
title 20 does not authorize or require
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legislation or other action by the United
States that would restrict the right of
free speech and association protected
by the Constitution and the laws of the
United States.”
The Foreign Relations Commit-.
tee, in its report on the resolution,
specifically stated: “The Committee
recognizes that these restrictions (Artitle 19 and Article 20, which impose
limits on speech that poses a threat to
national security, public order, or that
incites racial hatred) are inconsistent

with the guarantees of free speech in
the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of
Rights and, therefore, strongly supports the Administration’s proposed
reservation to Article 2* , ,
.
TREATY: BLUEPRINT TO
SLAVERY
But the report also says: “In areas
such as these, it may be appropriate
and necessary to question whether
changes in U .S . law should be made to
bring the United States into full compli-

‘HOENIX JOURNALS

Buy 4 books or more
and receive a 10%

discount

$lO.OO...By Hatonn
Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit woven
throughout all religions.
The
Holy War - Origins of the Christian doctrine Desecration of Judaism - The role of British
Freemasonry - New Age Deception and what is
meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also
included are updates on current world events.

$lO.OO...By Hatonn
Hatonn presents the history and operations of the CIA, also called the “Cult of
Intelligence”, since 1952, as presented by two former insiders (IMA and A) who
remain anonymous for their protection.
Oliver Stone and
- Psychological warfare - Espionage and Counterespionage - Bush and CIA
:onnection - National Security Act.

$lO.OO...By Hatonn
latonn outlines the history of worldwide CIA operations, including the “ideals’
dopted and enforced by CIA leaders and operatives, their methods of influence
n world affairs and how they escape scrutiny by the American people.
CIA operatives McCone, McNamara, Helms and Dulles - The Eaton
;tudy - Successes and Failures of CIA operations - Presidential interest in CIP
Henry Kissinger - George Bush, Zapata Offshore Oil Company and the CIA
ravistock Institute.

$lO.OO...By Hatonn
Hatonn exposes the history of worldwide CIA covert operations, referred to a
‘Clandestine Services”, beginning in the early 1950’s through the 1970’s a
Iresented by two former insiders.
CIA involvement with Cubru
:xile groups and Bay of Pigs veterans - Some of the CIA “Proprietary’
lrganizations and Corporations. Plus current events.

$lO.OO...By Hatonn/Aton
3atonn unveils our enemies upon the planet. This volume continues with the
:xposure of CIA evil deeds and HOW the leaders of this elite organization have
:ontrolledand manipulated the internal socioeconomic and political affairs oftl+
J.S.A. and many other countries.
John Stockwell,
- Soviet Bases in the U.S, -TheClandestine Mentality
4gent selection and training, headquarters, intelligence, policies and fiingc
lenefits - ,William Colby - Kissinger and United Nations - Political History o
3eorge Bush - Beijing and Taipei, “Two China’s” pqlicy -Nixon-em China can
- Earth Grid Experiments - CIA release of Kennedy Murder documents - The
?uiet War - CIA “moral” infringements: Prostitutes, Black Marketeers, Mafia
drug trafficking - Pakistan-India War - CIA internal protest.

ante at the international level. How;
ever, the Committee anticipates that
changes in U.S. law in theseareas will
occur through the normal legislative
process. ”
111&her words, full compliance
will be achieved, not through a single
STY+, of implementing legislation,
but rather through a gradual process of
bringing U.S. law
with New World Order standards,
using the UN treaty as a blueprint.
Further, it isassured throughthedocuments that “The United States will in
fact comply with the obligations it is
stated directly by
hereby dsuming,”
Sen. Moynihan when questioned.
While UN police with blue arm
bands and berets (turbans, i.e.,
Nostradamus) will not be arresting
Americans “tomorrow” for illegal

mittee and your CFR (Council on
Foreign Relations).
“Certain restrictions” on the right
of free speech to protect “reputations
of others...or of public health and
morals (as well as public figures under
attack for real or perceived charges)
are also approved by the treaty.”
International courts--not the U.S. Supreme Court--will

If any of the other 99 signatory
nations found an American’s words
offensive, a UN Rights Committee
would come to your place to investigate and report. If unable to reach a
solution, the matter would be turned
over to a UN Commission, compoti

speech, it is to become a factor within

of citizens of other countries--chosen

the ovelail plan and instituted “. . . no
later than I993 to insure international
stability rind unity in actions” when
the “realipy of a world government is
achieved’
It is npcpasary to get such treaties
in place now. one increment at a time,
AOby the time Americans awaken to
their danger they will be subjects of a
world empire controlled by the evil
Eorces of high finance which control
theunited Nations, in whichtheunited
States will bt: a mere
prov-

by the UN and most affected by the

inGe.

accusations.

The UN Commission would then
report to the UN’s General Assembly,
which would decide what punishment
toinflictand wouldbethefinal “word”
without recourse to higher appeal.

No Americans (other than the defendant) need be involved at all.
For a voter to determine how his
Senator was counted, it will be necessary to call or write and press the
issue. Many will try to appease voters
by asserting they “did not vote for”

The treaty passed on April 2,1992,

the measure for there will be no ‘‘hard”
record of voters on the issue. They
will not, however, be able to answer
why they failed to demand a recorded
vote--as any one of them

leaves in-

under Senate rules had it ever

SURRENDERING YOUR
RIGHTS

tact all the language surrendering been so much as put into discussion.
GOOD LUCK AMERICA!
American rights and sovereignty
cleared by the Foreign Relations Com-

embracing and kissing as Gorbachev
and his bride visit the good old USA?
Here is another sleight-of-hand Ah, indeed, thk now President of
that is so obvious that you-the-people Kissinger Associates in Moscow visitmissed it. The Bush Administration is ing his property and business ventures
check
handing over tointemationalagencies
in the USA! He can
of the UN and the bankers the author- personally on the status of all the grain
ity to distribute and set the levels of dealsand futureoptionsguaranteed by
U.S. foreign aid. This is another your giant Grain Cartels of the Bankmilestone on the road to Bush’s New

ing World who sold out your entire

World Order. The International Mtin- store of grain and agriculture products
etary Fund and World Bank ARE and shipped them out of your counTHE FUNDING SOURCES WHO try--just like all your reserves and
OWN YOUR WORLD

THEY

supply of gold. It is now pay-off time

JUST INITIATED THE SOVIETS for the gutting of a nation to be followed on by Yeltsin in June. They are
INTO THE FOLD.
Does it not give you a thrill to see here to visit their property in jointold rivals like Gorbachev and Reagan
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we spoke briefly on this topic and I
promised to get back to the issue at to the “programing manual” as was without a loss of discretion or humility.
first opportunity. I believe it is espe- referred to at the time.
Such virtues are exercised in
Remember
this
document
was
Please recall that some weeks back cially critical that you now have access
marked “TOP SECRET” and was your own best interests.
uncovered, having been stashed for
venture with Great Britain and your IMF to ease up on the economic terms clandestine transfer, in a copy maWELCOME ABOARD
Administration. Welcome the New it has imposed in return for a $2.5 chine which inadvertently got moved
World Order, beloved victims of the billion aid program. The aid was prior to pickup of the document, and
This publication marks the 25th
Elite, for it is HERE.
suspended after popular pressure the dismantlers came into control of
The $24 billion plan to bail out the forced the government to violate.IMF the document. These are details of a anniversary of the Third World War,
plan, hatched in the embryonic days of called the “Quiet War”, being conemerging nations of the former Soviet targets.
Union is being handled, not by the
The IMF has quickly become the the “Cold War”, which called for ducted using subjective biological
U S. Agency for International Devel- dominant force in Russia’s economy. control of the masses through manipu- warfare, fought with “silent weapopment, the agency charged by you- Under its directives, a gallon of gas, lation of industry, peoples’ pastimes, ons’ ’.
This book contains an introthe-people for making these decisions, for instance, has risen from four rubles education and political leanings. It
but by a little-known unit of the Inter- to 30 in less than a month. The prices called for a quiet revolution, pitting ductory description of this war,, its
national Monetary Fund (IMF).
of other daily necessities have shot up brother against brother, and diverting strategies, and its weaponry.
May 1979 #74- 1120
The World Government, once the even more. Overall the Moscow con- the public’s attention from what is
secret design of an internationalist sumer price index has soared some really going on.
I request that Dharma simply re- HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
elite, is now an economic reality. 1,700 percent during the first quarter
produce
it herein for your considAmerican taxpayers are being sub- of the year--devastating hyperinflation
Silent weapon technology has
merged into the teeming multitudes of Americans will still find hard to com- eration.
evolved from Operations Research
the exploited, stretching from Brazil prehend--but comprehension will be
(O.R.), a strategic and tactical methOPERATIONS RESEARCH
to Russia--a vast, global mass of voice- coming along soon enough.
odology
developed under the military
TECHNICAL MANUAL TM-SW
less wage slaves, to be manipulated
management in England during World
7905.1
and skinned at will by the international
AMERICA WILL PAY!
war II. The original purpose of
SECURITY
bankers--without recourse.
Operations Research was to study the
Many who are also intemationAmerican taxpayers will pay for
It is patently impossible to strategic and tactical problems of air
alists, are moved and stunned by the this new economic order after having
rapid pace of the surrender of U.S. paid for the bail-out of America’s and discuss social engineering of the auto- and land defense with the objective of
sovereignty. Even your former UN Mexico’s megabanks; they (YOU) will mation of a society, i.e., the engineer- effective use of limited military reenvoy and helper to The Plan, Jeane have to put up most of the money for ing of social automation systems (si- sources against foreign enemies (i.e.,
Kirkpatrick, issued a warning as the refinancing the “busted” Soviet fi- lent weapons) on a national or world- logistics).
It was soon recognized by those
wide scale without implying extensive
shock of the truth hit home. She nancial system.
wrote: “It becomes ever clearer that
The assistance package will be objectives of social controls and de- in positions of power that the same
President George Bush, without say- distributed through one of the IMF’s struction of human life, i.e., slavery methods might be useful for totally
controlling a society. But better tools
ing so, is dead serious about strength- little-known extensions called the and genocide.
ening international institutions by General Arrangements to Borrow
This manual is in itself an were necessary.
Social engineering (the analanalog declaration of intent. Such a
transferring to them decisions and (GAB) unit.
ysis
and
automation of a society) refunctions that have traditionally (EdiOminously, the last time multi- writing must be secured from public
tors: and constitutionally) been viewed billion-dollar handouts were sluiced scrutiny. Otherwise, it might be rec- quires the correlation of great amounts
as the business of national govem- through GAB was during the massive ognized as a technically formal decla- of constantly changing economic inments.”
bank bail-outs of the 1980’s. The first ration of domestic war. Furthermore, formation (data), so a high speed
The “lion’s share” of U.S. eco- round of Soviet economic assistance whenever any person or group of computerized data processing system
nomic assistance to East Europe and will likely cost the U.S. some $9 persons in a position of great power was necessary which could race ahead
the former Soviet Union, she wrote, billion right off for starters. But that and without the full knowledge and of the society and predict when society
will “be channeled through intema- isjust theupstart, theappetizer. It will consent of the public, uses such knowl- would arrive for capitulation.
Relay computers were too
tional financial institutions”, rather sharpen and increase as the megabanks edge and methodology for economic
slow,
but
the electronic computer,
than the U.S. Agency for Intema- grab for more and the laws get ad- conquest--it must be understood that a
tional Development, which was cre- justed to allow the American taking of state of domestic warfare exists be- invented in 1946 by J. Presper Eckert
ated for that purpose.
all property and assets from its citizens tween said person or group of persons md John W. Mauchly filled the bill.
The next breakthrough was the
through agencies such as the Reso- and the public.
development
of the simplex method of
The solution of today’s probRAGGED EDGE
lution Trust Corporation.
Don’t be fooled, either, by ones lems requires an approach which is 1linear programming in 1947 by the
The results are easily seen as they such as Jeane Kirkpatrick for she has ruthlessly candid, with no agonizing nathematician George B. Dantzig.
Then, in 1948, the transistor,
are already apparent. The Russian untiringly helped set the stage for this over religious, moral, or cultural val.nventedby
J. Bardeen, W. H. Brattain,
Congress of People’s Deputies is on current globalist
as far ues.
You have qualified for this md W. Shockley, promised great
the verge of revolt over the IMF’s back as into the Reagan years. If she
requirements for aid, charging they
puzzled by it, it is that there is project because of your ability to look :xpansion of the computer field by
u-e “ill conceived and unnecessarily 50 much more to it than simply the at human society with cold objectiv- educing space and power requireity, and yet analyze and discuss your ments.
harsh”.
surrender of sovereignty: The
With these three inventions
observationsand conclusions with othPoland’s prime minister, Jan Olers
of
similar
intellectual
capacity
,;zewski, appealed to Bush to get the
TOP SECRET--CONFIDENTIAL
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cade of the 1940’s, the now Quiet War
machine stood, so to speak, in sparkling gold plated hardware on the
showroom floor by 1954.
With the creation of the maser
in 1954, the promise of unlocking
unlimited sources of fusion atomic
energy from the heavy hydrogen in
sea water and the consequent availability of unlimited social power became a possibility only decades away.
sistible The combination was irre,
The Quiet War was quietly
declared by the international elite at a
meeting held in 1954.
Although the silent weapons
system was nearly exposed 13 years
later, the evolution of thenew weapon
system
setbackshas never suffered any major

under their direction, those in positions of power strongly suspected that
it was possible for them to control the
whole world with the push of a button.
Immediately, the Rockefeller
Foundation got in on the ground floor
by making a four year grant to Harvard
College, funding the Harvard economic research project for the study of
the structure of the American economy.
One year later, in 1949, the United
States Air Force joined in.
In 1952 the original grant period terminated, and a high level meeting of the elite was held to determine
the next phase of social operations
research. The Harvard project had
been very fruitful as is borne out by the
publication of some of its results in
*
1953 suggesting the feasibility of ecoThis volume marks the 25th
nomic (social) engineering. (STUDanniversary of the beginning of the
IES IN THE STRUCTURE OF THE
Quiet War. Already this domestic war
AMERICAN ECONOMY--copyright
has had many victories on many fronts
1953 by Wasonily Leontief, Intemational

Sciences

Press

Inc.,

White

Plains, New York.)
Engineered in the last half de-

throughout

the wor1d*

POLITICAL INTRODUCTION

In 1954 it was well recognized
by those in positions of authority that
it was only a matter of time, only a few
decades, before the general public
would be able to grasp and upset the
cradle of power, for the very elements
of the new silent weapon technology
were as accessible for a public utopia
as they were for providing a private
utopia.
The issue of primary concern,
that of dominance, revolved around
the subject of the energy sciences.
ENERGY
Energy is recognized as the
key to all activity on Earth. Natural
science is the study of the sources and
control of natural energy, and social
science, theoretically expressed as economics, is the study of the sources and
control of social energy. Roth are
bookkeeping systems: mathematics.
Therefore, mathematics is the primary energy science. And the bookkeeper can be king if the public can be
kept ignorant of the methodology of

the bookkeeping.
All science is merely a means
to an end. The means is knowledge.
The end is control. Beyond this re-,
mains only one issue, “who will be
the beneficiary?“.
In 1954 this was the issue of
primary concern. Although the SOcalled “moral issues” were
in
view of the law of natural selection it
was agreed that a nation or world of
people who will not use their intelligence are no better than animals who
do not have intelligence. Such a
people are beasts of burden and stakes
on the table by choice and consent.
CONSEQUENTLY, in the
interest of future world order, peace,
and tranquility, it was decided to privately wage a quiet war against the
American public with an ultimate objective of permanently shifting the
natural and social energy (wealth)
the undisciplined
and irresponsible
many into the hands of the self-disci-

plined, responsible, and worthy few.
In order to implement this

a

You can learn the truth about the origins of
“God will work with you, not for you.” Germain
humans uPen this Plam% OurPurposes here Within these pages are the minute details of what gives the reasonwhy it is very wise for all to imbed
and why the truth has been hidden from us. radiating atoms really are. Germain explains in this deeply in ourconsciousness. The mysteries of
Also, other topics; Future Revelations and detail The Supreme
Of Life And Death. gravity are explained as well as some of that
Earth Changes, Laws of Creation and God,
What TRUE love is and more.

Higher Knowledge man is seeking.
.
$12.75
8

a 15%

This volume is a primer providing the basic
understanding of What we are, Where we :
come from and tretum to, Why we are experi- :
encing here and HOW to return to balance.
b

$85.00
$72.25

$15.00 . . . .
Sananda gives us corrections to what was
written about his life story and the cruifixtion.
He also gives details of the deception of the
New Age Movement. Gemrain continues
with his detailed description of the nature of
GOD.

Germain

: GOD (ATON) writes the introduction to this very
important JOURNAL Some of the many topics
: are: Reincarnation; Time: is it real or illusion?;
’ Three faces of Israel; The Humanist Manifestos

2

excellent “how to” instruction to

God. There are two instructive audio tapes to
assist in
and

consciousness
superconscious.

to the subconscious

and

”
Some of the subjects directed and given forth from
the higher brotherhood in this 8th book of the
Pleiades series are: The foundation of present
beliec The expanding universe; New laws of
thermodynamics; our missing 13th constitutional
amendment;; Solar energy; Paper money.
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objective, it was necessary to create,
secure, and apply new weapons which,
as it turned out, were a class of weapons so subtle and sophisticated in their
principle of operation and public appearance as to earn for themselves the
name ‘silent weapons’.
In conclusion, the objective of
economic research, as conducted by
the magnates of capital (banking) and
the industries of commodities (goods)
and services, is theestablishmentofan
economy which. is @tally predictable
and manipulatable.
In order to achieve a totally
predictable economy, the low class
elementsof the society must be brought
under total control, i.e., must be housebroken, trained, and assigned a yoke
and long term social duties from a very
early age, before they have an opportunity to question the propriety of the
matter. In order to achieve such
conformity, the lower class family
unit must be disintegrated by a process
of increasing preoccupation of the
parents and the establishment of government operated day care centers for
the occupationally orphaned children.
The quality of education given
to the lower class must be of the
poorest sort, so that the moat of ignorance isolating the inferior class from
the superior class is and remains
incomprehensible to the inferior class.
With such an initial handicap, even
bright lower class individuals have
little if any hope of extricating themselves from their assigned lot in life.
This form of slavery is essential to
maintaining some measure of social
order, peace, and tranquility for the
ruling upper class.
DESCRIPTIVE INTRODUCTION
OF THE SILENT WEAPON
Everything that is expected
from an ordinary weapon is expected
from a silent weapon by its creators,
but only in its own manner of functioning .
It shoots situations, instead of
bullets; propelled by data processing,
instead of a chemical reaction (explosion); originating from bits of data,
instead of grains of gunpowder; from
a computer instead of a gun; operated
by a computer programmer, instead of
a marksman; under the orders of a
banking magnate, instead of a military
general.
It makes no obvious explosive
noises, causes no obvious physical or
mental injuries, and does not obviously interfere with anyone’s daily

social life.
Yet it makes an unmistakable
“noise”, causes unmistakable physical and mental damage, and unmistakably interferes with daily social life,
i.e., unmistakable to a trained observer, one who knows what to look
for.
The public cannot comprehend
this weapon, and therefore cannot
believe that they are being attacked
and subdued by a weapon.
The public might instinctively
feel that something is wrong, but
because of the technical nature of the
silent weapon, they cannot express
their feelings in a rational way, or
handle the problem with intelligence.
Therefore, they do not know how to
cry for help, and do not know how to
associate with others to defend themselves against it.
When a silent weapon is applied gradually to the public, the public adjusts/adapts to its presence and
learns to tolerate its encroachment on
their lives until the pressure (psychological via economic) becomes too
great and they crack-up.
Therefore, the silent weapon
is a type of biological warfare. It
attacks the vitality, options, and mobility of the inhividuals of a society by
knowing, understanding, manipulating, and attacking their sources of
natural and social energy, and their
physical, mental, and- emotional
strengths and weaknesses.
THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION

.CEPTS
In the study of energy systems,
there always appear three elementary
concepts. These are potential energy,
kinetic energy, and energy dissipation. And corresponding to these
concepts, there are three idealized,
essentially pure physical counterparts,
called passive components.
(1) In the science of physical
mechanics, the phenomenon of potential energy is associated with a
physical property called elasticity or
stiffness, and can be reprisented by a
stretched spring.
In electrdnic science, potential
energy is stored in a capacitor instead
of a spring. This property is called
capacitance instead of elasticity or
stiffness.
(2) In the science of physical
mechanics, the phenomenon of ki-

associated with a physical property called inertia or mass,
and can be represented by a mass or a
flywheel in motion.
In electronic science, kinetic
energy is stored in an inductor (in a
magnetic field) instead of a mass.
This property is called inductance instead of inertia.
(3) In the science of physical
mechanics, the phenomenon of energy dissipation is associated with a
physical property called friction or
resistance and can be represented by a
dashpot or other device which converts system energy into heat.
In electronic science, dissipation
of energy is performed by an element
called either a resistor or a conductor,
the term ‘resistor’ being the one‘generally used to express the concept of

This JOURNAL continues the series of
spiritual instructions for Earth Humans
transmitted by the Master Teacher and
Spiritual Guardian of Earth, Jesus
Sananda, with contributions by Archangel Michael and St. Germain. Some
Topics: Testing - The Creation - The
Healing Power of Forgiveness - Friendship and the Path to Oneness - The Power
of Unity - “New Age” Nonsense - Understanding “Restless” Feelings - Exploring
the Root Cause of Insecurity - Knowing
Your Intent - Discenunent, Insight and
Wisdom.

ThisJOURNAI~containsinstructionsand
rules to live by which will keep you
firmly on the lighted path of God. The
Cosmic Brothers explain that by understanding and living by God’s Laws of
Balance, you will obtain your ticket for
graduation off of this planetary dimension. This manual presents the Eighteen
Cosmic Laws of Balance of God including The Highest Law of The Creation,
How to Recognize the Anti-Christ Within,
Understanding Personal Responsibility
and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).
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Mayer Amschel Rothschild
(1743-1812)
Today’s silent weapons technology is an outgrowth of a simple
idea discovered, succinctly expressed,
and effectively applied by the quoted
Mr. Mayer Amschel Rothschild. Mr.
Rothschild discovered the missing
passive component of economic theory
known as economic inductance. He,
of course, did not think of his discovery in these 20th century terms, and,
to be sure, mathematical analysis had
to wait for the Second Industrial Revolution, the rise of the theory of mechanics and electronics, and finally,
the invention of the electronic computer before it could be effectively
applied in the control of the world
economy.
GENERAL ENERGY CON-
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In thisdeeplydisturbing JOURNAL, Jesus
Sananda exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”, the adversary to God
of Light. Satan’s fall from status as
“Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how to
recognize evil and how to protect ourselves from it. Satan’s presence is documented within “Satanic Cults” with specific cases of demonic possession, control, murder, sexual perversion and ritual
sacrifice of babies, children and animals.
Satan’s Beginning Satanic Commandments - Witchcraft Satanic Symbols & Music.

$10.00
The story of the life of the one known as
Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by
Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas
Iscarioth. Judas Iscarioth’s name is
cleared and the actual one who betrayed
Immanuel is revealed. Absolute chuification is given about the numerous falsifications and misconceptions concerning Imrnanuel’s teachings and his life,
such as: The purpose of His Life, His 40
days with Cosmic Beings, His Crucifixion and Resurrection and His journey
after his resurrection.
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friction, and the term ‘conductor’ being generally used to describe a more
ideal device (e.g., wire) employed to
convey electric energy efficiently from
one location to another. The property
of a resistance or conductor is measured as either resistance or conductance, reciprocals.
In economics these three energy concepts are associated with: s
(1) Economic Capacitance--Capital (money, stock/
inventory,
investments in
buildings and durables, etc.)
(2) Economic Conductance--Goods (production flow
coefficients)
(3) Economic Inductance-Services (the influence of the
population on industry or output)
All of the mathematical theory
developed in the study of one energy
system, (e.g., mechanics, electronics, etc.) can be immediately applied
in the study of any other energy system (e.g., economics).

Dr. John Coleman
$16.95...(plus shipping)
Few know of the existence of this
most secret society consisting of
300 people who control world affairs through a network of interlocking banks, financial institutions, insurance companies, newspapers, radio and television stations, Fortune 500 corporations
who have at their service intelligence agencies of several nations .
This book rips the lid off the top
sonspiratorial body in the world
today who plan and direct all the
:vents making the headlines.

MR. ROTHSCHILD’S ENERGY
DISCOVERY
Mr. Rothschild had discovered that currency or deposit loan
accounts had the required appearance
of power that could be used to induce
people (inductance, with people corresponding to a magnetic field) into
surrendering their real wealth in exchange for a promise of greater wealth
(instead of real compensation). They
would put up real collateral in exchange for a loan of promissory notes.
Mr. Rothschild found that he could
issue more notes than he had backing
for, so long as he had someone’s stock
of gold as a persuader to show to his
customers.
Mr. Rothschild loaned his
promissory notes to individuals and to
governments.
These would create
over-confidence. Then he would make
money scarce, tighten control of the
system, and collect the collateral
through the obligation of contracts.
The cycle was then repeated. These
pressures could be used to ignite a
Then he would control the
availability of currency to determine
who would win the war. That government which agreed to give him control
of its economic system got his support. Collection of debts was guaranteed by economic aid to the enemy of
the debtor. The profit derived from
this economic methodology made Mr.
Rothschild all the more wealthy and
all the more able to extend his wealth.
He found that the public greed would
allow currency to be printed by govemment order bevond the limits (inflation) of backing in precious metal
or the production of goods and services (gross national product, GNP).
THIS WILL BE CONTINUED
AT NEXT WRITING.
Please allow us a rest break.
Hatonn to clear.
$14192
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ered that currency gave him the power
to rearrange the economic structure to
his own advantage, to shift economic
YOU
iuductance to those economic positions which would encourage the gdest economic instability and oscillation .
The final key to economic control had to wait until there was suffiDIAGRAMS AND
cient data and high speed computing
SCHEMATICS
equipment to keep close watch on the
This document which is being of- economic oscillations created by price.
fered for consideration is so filled with shocking and excess paper energy
diagrams and equations that there is no credits--(paper inductance/inflation).
way to “type” them into this writing
BREAKTHROUGH
style. I shall evaluate as we move
along and perhaps will have to insert
The aviation field provided the
them separately or simply use the
The schematics some- greatest evolution in economic engi“concept”.
what simplify for those of you who are neering by way of the mathematicai
advanced mathematicians but do little theory of shock testing. In this prosaveconfusefurther ifnot. I shall turn cess, a projectile is fired from ar:
the information over to Ranos and airframe on the ground and the imdetermine if it can be presented in the pulse of the recoil is monitored b\.
larger document (book). I see no vibration transducers connected to the
positive input in the
or airframe and wired to chart recorders.
accompanying tapes except for the By studying the echoes or reflections
very, very few and, therefore, shall of the recoil impulse in the airframe,
not effort to include them at this it is possible to discover critical vibrawriting. If we err and refer to dia- tions in the structure of the airframe
grammatic expression, please know which either vibrations of the engine
that we have the information available or aeolian vibrations of the wings,
and if you contact THE WORD, we a combination of the two, might reinshall most certainly make a copy avail- force resulting in a resonant selfdestruction of the airframe in flight as
able to you immediately.
an aircraft. From the st
andpoint of engineering, ‘this
APPARENT CAPITAL AS
means that the strengths and weak“PAPER” INDUCTOR
nesses of the structure of the airframe
In this structure, credit, pre- in terms of vibrational energy can be
sented as a pure circuit element called discovered and manipulated.
“currency”, has the appearance of
capital, but is, in fact, negative capi- APPLICATION IN ECONOMICS
tal. Hence, it has the appearance of
To use this method of airframe
service, but is, in fact, indebtedness or
debt. It is therefore an economic shock testing in economic engineerinductance instead of an economic ing, the prices of commodities are
capacitance and, if balanced in no shocked, and the public consumer
other way, will be balanced by the reaction is monitored. The resulting
negation of population (war, geno- echoes of the economic shock are
tide). The total goods and services interpreted theoretically by computrepresents real capital called the gross ers and the psycho-economic structure
national product, and currency may be of the economy is thus discovered. It
printed up to this level and still rep- is by this process that partial differenresent economic capacitance; but cur- tial and difference matrices are disrency printed beyond this level is covered that define the family housesubtractive, represents the introduc- hold and make possible its evaluation
tion of economic inductance, and con- as an economic industry (dissipative
stitutes notes of indebtedness. War is consumer structure). Then the retherefore the balancing of the system sponse of the household to future
by killing the truecreditors (the public shocks can be predicted and manipwhich we have taught to exchange true ulated, and society becomes a well,
value for inflated currency) and fall- regulated animal with its reins under
ing back on whatever is left of the the control of a sophisticated comresources of nature and the regenera- puter-regulated social energy bookkeeping system.
tion of those resources.
Mr. Rothschild had discov-
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real importance.
Eventually every individual
element of the structure comes under
computer control through a knowledge of personal preferences, such
knowledge guaranteed by computer
association of consumer preferences
(universal product code--UPC--zebra
stripe pricing codes on packages) with
identified consumers (identified via
association with the use of a credit
card and later a permanent ‘tattooed’
body number invisible under normal
ambient illumination.
SUMMARY
Economics is only a social
extension of a natural energy system..
It, also, has its three passive components. Because of the distribution of
wealth and the lack of communication
and consequent lack of data, this field
has been the last energy field for
which a knowledge of these three
passive components has been developed.
Since energy is the key to all
activity on the face of the earth, it
follows that in order to attain a monopoly of energy, raw materials,
goods, and services and to establish a
world system of slave labor, it is
necessary to have a first strike capability in the field of economics. In
order to maintain our position, it is
necessary that we have absolute first
knowledge of the science of control
over all economic factors and the first
experience at engineering the world
economy.
In order to achieve such sovereignty, we must at least achieve this
one end: that the public will not make
either the logical or mathematical connection between economics and the
other energy science; or learn to apply
such knowledge.
This is becoming increasingly
difficult to control because more and
more businesses are making demands
upon their computer programers to
create and apply mathematical models
for the management of those businesses.
It is only a matter of time
before the new breed of private programer/economists will catch on to
the far reaching implications of thework begun at Harvard in 1948. : The
speed with which they can communicate their warning to the public will
largely depend upon how effective we
have been at controlling the media,
subverting education, and keeping the
public distracted with matters of no

factors.

***

THE ECONOMIC MODEL
Economics, as a social energy
science, has as a first objective the
description of the complex way in
which any given unit of resources is
used to satisfy some economic want
(Leontief Matrix). This first objective, when it is extended to get the
most product from the least or limited
resources, comprises that objective of
general military and industrial logistics known as Operat.ions Research.
You
(Linear programming.)
The Harvard Economic Research Project (1984-ongoing) was an
extension of World War II Operations
Research. Its purpose was to discover
the science of con trolling an economy;
a
at first the American economy, and
then the world economy. It was felt
a
is that with sufficient mathematical foundation and data, it would be nearly as
easy to predict and control the trend of
an economy as to predict and control
the trajectory of a projectile. Such has
proven to be the case. Moreover, the
Soul
economy has been transformed into a
guided missile on target.
The immediate aim of the
Harvard project was to discover the
economic structure, what forces
change that structure, how the behavior of the structure can be preis dieted, and how itcan bemanipulated.
What was needed was a well organized knowledge of the mathematical
structure and interrelationships of investment, production, distribution, and
consumption. To make a short story
of it all, it was discovered that an
economy obeyed the same laws as
electricity and that all of the mathin
ematical theory and practicalandcomputer know-how developed for the
electronic field could be directly applied in the study of economics. This
discovery was not openly declared,
and its more subtle implications were
your own
This is
and are kept a closely guarded secret,
forexamplethatinaneconomicmodel,
human life is measured in dollars, and
that the electric spark generated when
opening a switch connected to an
activeinductoris mathematicallyanalogous to the initiation of a war.
The greatest hurdle which theois
you
retical economists faced was the accurate description of the’household as an
industry. This is a challenge, because
miracles in-miracles
in-- consumer purchases are a matter of
If you
choice which in turn is influenced by
income, price, and other economic

This hurdle was cleared in an
indirect and a statistically approximate
way by an application of shock testing
to determine the current characteristics, called current technical coefficients, of a household industry.
Finally, because problems in
theoretical economics can be translated very easily into problems in
theoretical electronics, and the solution translated back again, it follows
that only a book of language translation and concept definition needs to be
written for economics. The remainder could be gotten from standard
works on mathematics and electronics. This makes the publication of
books on advanced economics unnecessary, and greatly simplifies project
security.
INDUSTRY
An ideal industry is defined as
a device which receives value from
other industries in several forms and
converts it into one specific product
for sales and distribution to other
industries. It has several inputs and
oneoutput. What the public normally
thinks of as one industry is really an
industrial complex where several industries under one roof produce one or
more products.
THREE INDUSTRIAL CLASSES
Industries fall into three categories or classes by type of output.
Class #l Capital (resources)
Class #2 Goods (commodities or
use--dissipative)
Class #3 Services (action of
population)
Class #1 industries exist at three
levels:
(1). Nature-sources of energy and
raw materials.
(2). Government--printing of currency equal to gross national product (GNP), and extension* of currency in excess of GNP.
(3). Banking--loaning of money
for interest, and extension* (counterfeiting) of economic value
through deposit loan accounts.
I* = inflation]
Class #2 industries exist as pro- _
ducers of tangible or consumer (dissipated) products. This sort of activity
is usually recognized and labeled by
the public as an ‘industry’.
Class #3 industries are those which
have service rather than a tangible
product as their output. These indus-
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tries are called (1) households, and (2)
governments. Their output is human
activity of a mechanical sort, and their
basis is population.
AGGREGATION
The whole economic system
can be represented by a three industry
model if one allows the names of the
outputs to be (1) capital, (2) goods,
and (3) services. The problem with
this representation is that it would not
show the influence of, say, the textile
industry on the ferrous metal industry.
This is because both the textile industry and the ferrous metal industry
would be contained within a single
classification called the ‘goods industry’ and by this process of combining
or aggregating these two industries
under one system block they would
lose their economic individuality.

Yscoverthe hiddenmanipulators of the
New”World Orderand how they main.
in their power. How the Rothschildz

re involved. Our relationship with Soiet Russia. The CIA part in the play
he Rule of the Order and more.

fullins unveils the Conspiracy to den:
low cost alternative
federal age& commit acts of Crimi
d Syndicalism to protect the profits o
Le‘DrugTrust”. The World’s 18 larges
kug Firms are listed.

gives youthe Truth which out
overnment leaders and historians have
ever made public. The Federal Reerve Act, The Aldrich Plan, The Fedral Advisory Council, The Money Cretors, etc.
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I
CHARGE--coulombs--dollars
THE E-MODEL
(1939).
FLOW/CURRENT--amperes
A national economy consists
(coulombs per second).
of simultaneous flows of production,
distribution, consumption, and invest--dollars of flow per year/
ment. If all of these elements includMOTIVATING FORCE--volts-ing labor and human functions are
dollars (output) demand.
assigned a numerical value in like
CONDUCTANCE--amperes per
volt
units of measure, say, 1939 dollars,
--dolthis flow can be further represented by
a current flow in an electronic circuit,
lars of flow per year per dollar
demand.
and its behavior can be predicted and
manipulated with useful precision.
CAPACITANCE--coulombs per
volt.
The three ideal passive energy
--dolcomponents of electronics, the capacitor, the resistor, and the inductor
lars of production inventory/stock
correspond to the three ideal passive
per
dolenergy components of economics
lar demand.
called the pure industries of capital,
goods, and services, respectively.
Economic capacitance repre- TIME-FLOW RELATIONSHIPS
sents the storage of capital in one form
AND
SELF-DESTRUCTIVE
or another.
OSCILLATIONS
Economic conductance represents the level of conductance of
An ideal industry may be symmaterials for the production of goods.
Economic inductance repre- bolized electronically in various ways.
sents the inertia of economic value in The simplest way is to represent a
motion. This is a population phenom- demand by a voltage and a supply by
a current. When this is done, the
enon known as services.
relationship between the two becomes
ECONOMIC INDUCTANCE
what is called an admittance, which
can result from three economic fatAn electrical inductor (e.g., a tors: (1) hindsight flow, (2) present
coil of wire) has an electric current as flow, and (3) foresight flow.
Foresight flow is the result of
its primary phenomenon and a magnetic field as its secondary phenom- that property of living entities to cause
enon (inertia). Corresponding to this, energy (food) to be stored for a period
an economic inductor has a flow of of low energy (e.g., a winter season).
economic value as its primary phe- It consists of demands made upon an
nomenon and a population field as its economic system for that period of
secondary phenomenon of inertia. low energy (winter season). In a
When the flow of economic value production industry it takes several
(e.g., money) diminishes, the human forms, one of which is known as
population field collapses in order to production stock or inventory. In
keep the economic value (money) flow- electronic symbology this specific industry demand (a pure capital indusing (extreme case--war).
This public inertia is a result of try) is represented by capacitance and
consumer buying habits, expected stan- the stock or resource is represented by
dard of living, etc., and is generally a a stored charge. Satisfaction of an
phenomenon of self-preservation.
industry demand suffers a lag because
of the loading effect of inventory
INDUCTIVE FACTORS TO
priorities.
CONSIDER
Present flow ideally involves
no delays. It is, so to speak, input
(1) population
today for output today, a ‘hand to
(2) magnitude of the economic mouth’ flow. In electronic symbolactivities of the government.
ogy, this specific industry demand (a
(3) the method of financing these pure use industry) is represented by a
government activities (this method conductance which is then a simple
is referred to as the “Peter-Paul economic valve (adissipativeelement).
Hindsight
is known
Principle’ ’.
habit or inertia. In electronics, this
phenomenon is the characteristic
TRANSLATION
inductor (economic analog--a pure
(A few examples will be given.) service industry) in which a current

flow (economic analog = flow of
money) creates a magnetic field (economicanalog = activehumanpopulation) which, if the current (money
flow) begins to diminish, collapses
(war) to maintain the current (flow of
money--energy).
Other large alternatives to war
as economic inductors or economic
flywheels are an open-ended social
welfare program, or an enormous (but
fruitful) open-ended space program.
The problem with stabilizing
the economic system is that there is too
much demand on account of (1) too
much greed and (2) too much population.
This creates excessive economic inductance which can only be
balanced with economic capacitance
(true resourcesor value--e.g., in goods
or services). The social welfare program is nothing more than an openended credit balance system which
creates a false capital industry to give
non-productive people a roof over
their heads and food in their stomachs.
This can be useful, however, because
therecipientsbecomestateproperty in
return for the ‘gift’, a standing army
for the elite. For he who pays the
piper, picks the tune. Those who get
hooked on the economic drug, must
go to the elite for a fix. In this, the
method of introducing large amounts
of stabilizing capacitance is by borrowing on the future “credit” of the
world. This is a fourth law of motion-onset, and consists of performing an
action and leaving the system before
the reaction can return. By this means,
politicians become popular in their
own time and the public pays for it
later. In fact the measure of such a
politician is the delay time. The same
thing is achieved by a government by
printing money beyond the limit of the
gross national product, an economic
process called inflation. This puts a
large quantity of money into the hands
of the public and maintains a balance
against their greed, creates a false selfconfidence in them and, for a while,
stays the wolf from the door.
They must eventually resort to
war to balance the account,

because

war ultimately is merely the act of
destroying the creditor, and politicians are the publicly hired hit men
that justify the act to keep the responsibility and blood off the public conscience. [H:

If the people really cared about
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Emmanuel in Jerusalem for he was
Computer information derived
about to show “the way” to thepopu- from the use of the universal product
their fellow man, they would control lace
However, it is seldom that code in conjunction with credit card
their appetites (greed, procreation,
’
purchases as an individual household
etc.) so that they would not have to
This identifier could change this state of
operate on a credit or welfare social
information offered herein is real. It affairs. But the U.P.C. method is not
system which steals from the worker
is no forgery, as you can allege of yet available on a national or even a
to satisfy the bum.,
“The Protocols of the Learned Elders significant regional scale. To cornSince most of the general pub- of Zion,,
or actual forgeries such as pensate for this data deficiency, an
lit will not exercise restraint, there are
those of, ‘say, Anne Frank, or (more alternate indirect approach of analysis
only two alternatives to reduce the
recently) Hitler’s diary. This is from has been adopted known as economic
economic inductance of the system.
an
actual Introductory Programming shock testing. This method, widely
(1). Let the populace bludManual which is still in constant train- used in the aircraft manufacturing
geon each other to death in
ing use TODAY.
industry, develops an aggregate statiswar, which will only result in
Yes, it is heavy information but tical sort of data.
a total destruction of the living
reasonable and totally logical in conApplied to economics, this
earth.
ception and relationship to all that IS. means that all of the households in one
(2). Take control of the world
This must spur you to study further as region or in the whole nation are
by the use of economic
we have given lesson after lesson to studied as a group or class rather than
in a form of
balance your input. You must keep individual behavior being used to disand reduce the ecothose eyes and ears open, and you cover useful estimates of the technical
nomic inductance of the world
must sound an alarm in Zion, for coefficients governing the economic
to a safe level by a process of
though she presently dwells with structure of the hypothetical single
benevolent slavery and genoBabylon’s daughter (Micah 4), her household industry.
tide.
redemption
draweth nigh. Truth bears
One method of evaluating the
The latter option has been taken no fear
technical coefficientsofthe household
as the obviously better option. At this
Let us take a break please. I shall industry depends upon shocking the
point it should be crystal clear to the
stand-by so that we can continue re- prices of a commodity and noting the
reader why absolute secrecy about-the
freshed. Thank you.
changes in the sales of all of the
silent weapons is necessary. The
commodities.
general public refuses to improve its
#2
own mentality and its faith in its fellow
MONDAY. MAY 4. 1992
man. It has become a herd of prolifcrating barbarians and, so to speak, a
SILENT WEAPONS/SILENT
blight upon the face of the earth. They
WAR
ECONOMIC SHOCK TESTING
do not care enough about economic
CONTINUED
science to learn why they have not
In recent times, the applicabeen able to avoid war despite relimfever
tion of Operations Research to the
gious morality and their religious or
end,
thou
study of the public economy has been
self-gratifying refusal to deal with
never
Ecclesiasticus obvious for anyone who understands
earthly problems renders the solution
7:36.
KNOW--thou enemy the principles of shock testing.
of the earthly problem unreachable by
In the shock testing of an airthem. It is left to those few who are
craft airframe, the recoil impulse of
truly willing to think and survive as
firing a gun mounted on that airframe
the fittest to survive, to solve the
causes shock waves in that structure
problem for themselves as the few
HOUSEHOLD INDUSTRY
which tell aviation engineers the conwho really care. Otherwise, exposure
ditions under which parts of the airof the silent weapon would destroy our
Theindustriesoffinance (bank- plane or the whole airplane or its
only hope of preserving the seed of
ing), manufacturing, and government, wings will start to vibrate or flutter
future true humanity.
realcounterpartsof thepureindustries like a guitar string, a flute reed, or a
***
of capital, goods, and services, are tuning fork, and disintegrate or fall
Precious readers, this information is
from Truth. This is from “classes” easily defined because they are gener- apart in flight.
ally logically structured. Because of
Economic engineers achieve
given to operatives who are responthis their processes can be described the same result in studying the besible for the actions outlined in the
mathematically and their technical havior of the economy and the conplan. This information I am giving coefficients can be easily deduced
. sumer public by carefully selecting a
you herein is the “reasoning” given
This, however, is not thecase with the staple commodity such as beef, cofto the groups of practitioners who
service industry known as the house- fee, gasoline, or sugar and then causwould go forth--IT IS MANDATORY
ing a sudden change or shock in its
THAT THEY UNDERSTAND
ho1d industry’
The
problem
which
a
theoprice
or availability, thus kicking
WHAT THEY ARE TO ACCOMretical economist faces is that the everybody’s budget and buying habits
PLISH, HOW AND WHY. Conconsumer preferences of any house- out of shape.
spiracy theories are nothing new to
hold is not easily predictable and the
They then observe the shock
your history. Plots to “kill Caesar”
technical coefficients of any one house- waves which result by monitoring the
and overthrow Rome abounded, for
hold tend to be a non-linear, very changes in advertising, prices, and
instance. There were intricate plans as
complex, and variable function of sales of that and other commodities.
to how to get rid of the one called
income, prices, etc.
The objective of such studies

is to acquire the know-how to set the
public economy into a predictable
state of motion and change, even a
controlled self-destructive state ‘of
motion, which will convince the publit that certain “expert” people should
take control of the money system and
reestablish security (rather than liberty and justice) for all. When the
subject citizens are rendered unable to
control their financial affairs, they of
course, become totally enslaved, a
source of cheap labor.
Not only the prices of commodities, but also the availability of
labor can be used as the means of
shock testing. Labor strikes deliver
excellent test shocks to an economy,
especially in the critical service areas
of trucking (transportation), communication, public utilities (energy, water, garbage collection), etc.
By shock testing, it is found
that there is a direct relationship between the availability of money flowing in an economy and the psychological outlook and response of
masses of people dependent upon that
availability.
For example, there is a measurable quantitative relationship between the price of gasoline and the
probability that a person would experience a headache, feel a need to watch
a violent movie, smoke a cigarette, or
go to a tavern for a mug of beer.
It is most interesting that, by
observing and measuring theeconomic
modes by which the public tries to run
from their problems and escape from
reality, and by applying the mathematical theory of Operations Research,
it is possible to program computers to
predict the most probable combination of created events (shocks) which
will bring about a complete control
and subjugation of the public through
a subversion of the public economy
(by shaking the plum tree).
INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMIC AMPLIFIERS
Economic amplifiers are the
active components of economic engineering. The basic characteristic of
any amplifier (mechanical, electrical,
or economic) is that it receives an
input control signal and delivers energy from an independent energy
source to a specified output terminal in
a predictable relationship to that input
control signal.
The simplest form of economic
amplifier is a device called advertising.
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If a person is spoken to by a
T.V. advertiser as if he were a twelve
year old, then, due to suggestibility,
he will, with a certain probability,
respond or react to that suggestion
with the uncritical response of a twelve
year old and will reach into his economic reservoir and deliver its energy
to buy that product on impulse when
he passes it in the store.
An economic amplifier may
have several inputs and outputs. Its
response might be instantaneous or
delayed, Its circuit symbol might be
a rotary switch if its options are exclusive, qualitative, “go” or “no go”,
or it might have its parametric input/
output relationships specified by a
matrix with internal energy sources
represented.
Whatever its form might be,
its purpose is to govern the flow of
energy from a source to an output sink
in direct relationship to an input control signal. For this reason, it is called
an active circuit element or component.
Economic amplifiers fall into
4

-earn about AIDS from the intensive
esearch of an M.D. Discover wha
UDS really is - The economics o
UDS - Mans future: AIDS cure
extinction? - Precaution to take to pro
ect yourself - What our Government
Organized medicine, Hospitals am
‘hysicians are doing about AIDS.

II this sobering JOURNAL the MANnadeoriginofAlDSaswellasMANY
)ther viruses is revealed. Implicated
n this Conspiracy for population reiuction through the spread of AIDS
ue the “World Health Organization”
hrough its Small Pox Vaccination
lrogram in Africa and The “Public
health Service” through its Hepatitis
3 study on Homosexual men in New
York, Los Angeles and San Fran:isco. Learn who is behind this bioogicalwarfhreagainsthumanity,why
lraccines will never work and why
here is no such thing as “safe” sex.

AMERICA

(1) telephone taps
classes called strategies, and, in com(2) surveillance
parison with electronic amplifiers, the
specific internal functions of an eco(3) analysis of garbage
nomic amplifier are called logistical
(4) behavior of children in school
instead of electrical.
Standard of living by:
Therefore, economic ampli(1) food
fiers not only deliver power gain, but
(2) clothing
also, in effect, are used to cause changes
(3) shelter
in the economic circuitry.
(4) transportation
In the design of an economic
Social contacts:
amplifier we must have some idea of
(1) telephone--itemized record of
at least five functions, which are:
calls
(1) the available input signals,
(2) family--marriage certificates,
(2) the desired output control
birth certificates,
objectives,
(3) friends, associates, etc.
(4) memberships in organizations
(3) the strategic objective,
(5) political arriliauon
(4) the available economic
power sources,
THE PERSONAL PAPER*
(5) the logistical options.
TRAIL
The process of defining and
evaluating these factors and incorPersonal buying habits, i.e., Perporating the economic amplifier into
an economic system has been popsonal consumer preterences:
ularly called game theory.
(1) checking accounts
(2) credit card purchases
The design of an economic
(3) “tagged” credit card puramplifier begins with a specification
of the power level of theoutput, which
chases--the credit card purchase of products bearing the
can range from personal to national.
U.P.C. (Umversal Product
The second condition is accuracy of
response, i.e., how accurately the
Code)
output action is a function of the input
Assets:
commands. High gain combined with
(1) checking accounts
strong feedback helps to deliver the
(2) savings account
required precision. Most of the error
(3) real estate
will be in the input data signal. Per(4) business
sonal input data tends to be specific,
(5) automobile, etc.
while national input data tends to be
(6) safety deposit at bank ’
statistical.
(7) stock market
Liabilities:
(1) creditors
SHORT LIST OF INPUTS
(2) enemieq
(3) loans
(1) what
(4) consumer credit
(2) when
Government sources (ploys)*
(3) where
(1) Internal Revenue Service
(4) how
(sj why
ii) OSHA
(6) who
(3) Census
General sources of information:
(4) etc.

This JOURNAL contains instructions and rules to live by which
will keep you firmly on the lighted path of GOD. The Cosmic
Brothers explain that when you understand and live by
you will obtain your ticket for graduation off of this planetary dimension. This manual presents the
basis for the Eighteen Cosmic Laws of Balance of God, including
The Highest Law of The Creation, How to Recognize the AntiChrist Within, Understanding Personal Responsibility and the
Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).

Principle of this ploy--the citizen
will almost always make the collection of information easy if he
can operate on the ‘free sandwich
principle’ of ‘eat now and pay
later ’ .
Other Government sources--surveillance of U.S. Mail.
HABIT PATTERNS--PROGRAMMING
Strengths and weaknesses:
(1) activities (sports, hobbies, etc.)
(2) ‘legal’ (fear, anger, etc.--crime
record)
(3) hospital records (drug sensitivities, reaction to pain, etc.)
(4) psychiatric records (fears, angers, disgusts, adaptability, ,
reactions to stimuli, violence,
suggestibility or hypnosis,
pain, pleasure, love, and sex)
Methods of coping--of adaptability--behavior:
(1) consumption of alcohol
(2) consumption of drugs
(3) entertainment
(4) religious factors influencing
behavior
(5)other methods of escaping from
reality
Payments modusoperandi (MO)-pay on time, etc.:
(1) payment of telephone bills
(2) energy purchases (electric, gas,
. . .)
(3) water purchases
(4) repayment of loans
(5) house payments
(6) automobile payments
(7) payments on credit cards
Political sensitivity:
(1) beliefs
(2) contacts
(3) position
(4) strengths/weaknesses
(5) projects/activities
Legal inputs--behavior control
(Excuses for investigation,
search, arrest, or employment
of force TO modify behavior.)
(1) court records
(2) police records--NCIC
(3) driving record
(4) reports made to police
(5) insurance information
(6) anti-establishment acquainNATIONAL INPUT
INFORMATION
BUSINESS SOURCES
I.R.S., ETC.):
(1) prices of commodities

(VIA
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(2) sales(3) investments in
(a) stocks/inventory
(b) production tools and
machinery
(c) buildings and improvements
(d) the stock market
Ranks and credit bureaus:
(1) credit information
(2) payment information
Miscellaneous sources:
(1) polls and surveys
(2) publications
(3) telephone records
(4) energy and utility purchases
SHORT LIST OF OUTPUTS
Outputs--create controlled situations.
-- manipulation of the economy,
hence society:
-- control by control of compensation and income.
Sequence:
(1) allocates opportunities.
(2) destroys opportunities.
(3) controls the economic environment.
(4) controls the availability of
raw materials.
(5) controls capital.
(6) controls bank rates.
(7) controls the inflation of the
currency.
(8) controls the possession of property.
(9) controls industrial capacity.
( 10) controls maufacturing .
(11) controls the availability of
goods (commodities).
(12) controls the prices of commodities.
(13) controls services, the labor
force, etc.
(14) controls payments to government officials.
(15) controls the legal functions.
(16) controls the personal data
filesr-uncorrectable by the slandered.
( 17) controls advertising.
(18) controls media content.
(19) controls material available
for T.V. viewing.
(20) disengages attention from real
issues.
(2 1) engages emotions,
(22) creates disorder, chaos, and
insanity.
(23) controls design of more prob- a
ing tax forms.
(24) controls surveillance.
(25) controls the storage of information.

(26) developspsychological analyses and profiles of individuals.
(27) controls legal functions (reDIVERSION
peat of 15).
THE PRIMARY STRATEGY
(28) controls sociological factors.
(29) controls health options.
Experience has proven that the
(30) preys on weaknesses.
simplest method of securing a silent
(3 1) cripples strengths.
weapon and gaining control of the
(32) leaches wealthand substance. public is to keep the public
undisciplined and ignorant of basic
STRATEGIES
systems principles on the one hand,
while keeping them confused, disDO: Keep public ignorant. GET: organized, and distracted with matters
Less public organization,
of no real importance on the other
DO: Access to control points hand.
(prices, sales). GET: required
This is achieved by:
reaction to outputs for feedback.
(1) disengaging their minds, saboDO: Create preoccupation. GET:
taging their mental activities, by
Lower defenses.
providing a low quality program
DO: Attack the family unit. GET:
of public education in mathematControl of the education of the
ics, logic, systems design, and
young.
economics, and by discouraging
DO: Give them less cash and more
technical creativity.
credit and doles. GET: More self(2) engaging their emotions, inindulgence and more data.
creasing their self-indulgence and
DO: Attack the privacy of the
their indulgence in emotional and
church. GET: Destroy faith in this
physical activities, by:
sort of government.
(a) unrelenting emotional
DC?: Social conformity.
GET:
affrontations and atComputer programming simtacks (mental and emoplicity.
tional rape) by way of
DO: Minimize the tax protest.
a constant barrage of
GET: maximum economic data
sex, violence, and wars
with minimum enforcement probinthemedia+specially
lems.
the T.V. and the newsDO: Stabilize the consent coefpapers.
ficients. GET: Simplicity.
(b) giving them what they
DO: Tight control of variables.
desire--in
excess-‘junk
for
GET: Simpler computer input
food
data--greater predictability.
thought’--and
depriving them of what
DO: Establish boundary conditions. GET: Problem simplicity
they really need.
(3)
rewriting
history and law and
and solution of differential and
difference equations.
subjecting the public to the deviant
DO: Proper timing. GET: Less creation, thus being able to shift their
data shift and blurring.
thinking from personal needs to highly
DO: Minimize resistance to con- fabricated outside priorities.
trol. GET: Maximum control
These preclude their interest
DO: Maximize control. GET: in and discovery of the silent weapons
Ultimate objective.
of social automation technology.
DO: Collapse of currency. GET:
The general rule is that there is
Destroy the faith of the American profit in confusion; the more conpeople in each other.
fusion, the more profit. Therefore,
the best approach is to create problems
and then offer the solutions. [H: If

a

a

I DIVERSION SUMMARY
MEDIA: Keep the adult public attention diverted away from
the real social issues, and captivated by matters of no real
importance.
SCHOOLS: Keep the young
public ignorant of real mathematics, real economics, real
law, and real history.
ENTERTAINMENT: Keep
the public entertainment below a sixth grade level.
WORK: Keep the public busy,
busy, busy, with no time to
think; back on the farm with
the other animals.
’
CONSENT
THE PRIMARY VICTORY
A silent weapon system
operates upon data obtained from
a docile public by legal (but not
always lawful) force. Much information is made available to silent
weapon systems programmers
through the Internal Revenue Service. This information consists of
the enforced delivery of well organizeddatacontainedinfederaland
state tax forms collected, assembled, and submitted by slave
labor provided by taxpayers and
employers. Furthermore, thenumber of such forms submitted to the
I.R.S. is a useful indicator of
public consent, an important factor in strategic decision making.
Other data sources are given in the
Short List of Inuuts.
Consent coefficients--numerical feedback indicating victory status. Psychological basis:
When the government is
able to collect tax and seize private
property
without just compensation, it is an indication that
the public is ripe for surrender and
is consenting to enslavement and
legal encroachment. A good and
easily quantified indicator of harvest time is the number of public
citizens who pay income tax despite an obvious lack of reciprocal
or honest service from the input.
AMPLIFICATION ENERGY
SOURCES
The next step in the process of
designing an economic amplifier is
discovering the energy sources. The
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energy sources which support any
primitive economic system are, of
course, a supply of raw materials, and
the consent of the people to labor and
consequently assume a certain rank,
position, level, or class in the social
structure; i.e., to provide labor at
various levels in the pecking order.
Each class, in guaranteeing its
own level of income, controls the
class immediately below it, hencepreserves the class structure. This provides stability and security, but also
government from the top.
As time goes on and communication and education improve,
the lower class elements of the social
labor structure become knowledgeable
and envious of the good things that the
upper class members have. They also
begin to attain a knowledge of energy
systems and the ability to enforce their
rise through the class structure.
This threatens the sovereignty
of the elite.
If this rise of the lower classes
can be postponed long enough, the
elite can achieve energy dominance,
and labor by consent no longer will
hold a position of an essential economic energy source.
Until such energy dominance
is absolutely established, the consent
of people to labor and let others handle
their affairs must be taken into consideration, since faiiure to do so could
cause the people to interfere in the
final transfer of energy sources to the
control of the elite.
It is essential to recognize that,
at this time, public consent is still an
essential key to the release of energy
in the process of economic amplification.
Therefore, consent as an energy release mechanism will now be
considered.
LOGISTICS
The successful application of a
strategy requires a careful study of
inputs, outputs, the strategy connecting
the inputs and the outputs, and the
available energy sources to fuel the
strategy. This study is called loeistics.
A logistical problem is studied
at the elementary level first, and then
levels of greater complexity are studied as a synthesis of elementary factors.
This means that agiven system
is analyzed, i.e., broken down into its
sub-svstems, and these in turn are
analyzed, until, by this process, one

arrives at the logistical ‘atom’, the
individual,
This is where the process of
synthesis properly begins, and at the
time of the birth of the individual.
THE ARTIFICIAL WOMB
From the time a person leaves
its mother’s womb, its every effort is
directed toward building, maintaining, and withdrawing into artificial
wombs, various sorts of substitute
protective devices or shells.
The objective of these artificial wombs is to provide a stable
environment for both stable and unstable activity; to provide a shelter for
the evolutionary processes of growth,
and maturity--i.e., survival; to provide security for freedom and to provide defensive protection for offensive
activity.
This is equally true of both the
general public and the elite. However, there is a definite difference in
the way each of these classes go about
the solution of problems.
THE POLITICAL STRUCTURE
OF A NATION: DEPENDENCY
The primary reason why the
individual citizens of a country create
a political structure is a subconscious
wish or desire to perpetuate their own
dependency relationship of childhood.
Simply put, they want a human god to eliminate all risk from
their life, pat them on the head, kiss
their bruises, put a chicken on every
dinner table, clothe their bodies, tuck
them into bed at night, and tell them
that everything will be alright when
they wake up in the morning.
This public demand is incredible, so the human god, the politician, meets incredibility witi, incredibility by promising the world and
delivering nothing. So who is the
bigger liar?, the public? or the ‘godfather’?
This public behavior is surrender born of fear, laziness, and
expediency. It is the basis of the
welfare state as a strategic weapon,
useful against a disgusting public.
ACTION/OFFENSE
Most people want to be able to
subdue and/or kill other human beings
which disturb their daily lives, but
they do not want to have to cope with
the moral and religious issues which
such an overt act on their part might
raise. Therefore, they assign the dirty

work to others (including their own
children) so as to keep the blood off
their own hands. They rave about the
humane treatment of animals and then
sit down to a delicious hamburger
from a whitewashed slaughterhouse
down the street and out of sight. But
even more hypocritical, they pay taxes
to finance a professional association
of hit men collectively called politicians, and then complain about corruption in government.

generals are industrialists. The ‘presidential’ level of commander-in-chief
is shared by the international bankers.
The people know that they have created this farce and financed it with
their own taxes (consent), but they
would rather knuckle under than be
the hypocrite.
Thus, a nation becomes divided into two very distinct parts, a
DOCILE SUB-NATION and a POLITICAL SUB-NATION. The political sub-nation remains attached to
RESPONSIBILITY
the docile sub-nation, tolerates it, and
leaches its substance until it grows
Again, most people want to be strong enough to detach itself and
free to do things (to explore, etc.) but devour its parent.
they are afraid to fail.
The fear of failure is maniSYSTEM ANALYSIS
fested in irresponsibility, and especially in delegating those personal
In order to make meaningful ’
responsibilities to others where suc- computerized economic decisions
cess is uncertain or carries possible or about war, the primary economic flycreated liabilities (law) which the per- wheel, it is necessary to assign conson is not prepared to accept.
crete logistical values to each element
They want authority (root of the war structure-+personnel and
word--‘author’), but they will not ac- materiel alike.
cept responsibility or liability.
This process begins with a
clear and candid description of the
SUMMARY
sub-systems of such a structure.

The people hire the politicians
so that the people can:
(1) obtain security without managing it.
(2) obtain action without thinking
about it.
(3) inflict Iheft, injury, and death
upon others without having to contemplate either life or death.
(4) avoid responsibility for their
own intentions.
(5) obtain the benefits of reality
and science without exerting themselves in the discipline of facing or
learning either of these things.
They give the politicians the power
to create and manage a war machine
to:
(1) provide for the survival of the
NATION/WOMB.
(2) prevent encroachment of anything upon the NATION/WOMB.
(3) destroy the enemy who threatens the NATION/WOMB.
(4) destroy those citizens of their
own country who do not conform
for the sake of stability of the
NATION/WOMB.
Politicians hold many quasimilitary jobs, the lowest being the
police which are soldiers, the attorneys and the C.P.A.s next who are
spies and saboteurs (licensed), and the
judges who shout the orders ,and run
the closed union military shop for
whatever the’ market will bear. The

THE DRAFT
(As military service.)
Few efforts of human behavior
modification are more remarkable or
more effective than that of the sociomilitary institution known c?sthe draft.
A primary purpose of a draft or other
such institution is to instill, by intimidation, in the young males of a society
the uncritical conviction that the government is omnipotent., He is soon
taught that a prayer is slow to reverse
what a bullet can do in an in&ant.
Thus, a man trained in a religious
environment for eighteen years of his
life can, by this instrument of the
government, be broken down, be
purged of his fantasies and delusions
in a matter of mere months. Once that
conviction is instilled, all else becomes easy to instill.
Even more interesting is the
process by which a young man’s parents, who purportedly love him, can
be induced to send him off to war to his
death.
There is not time nor space to
go through all the items by detailed
description -,-?re than presented here
but realize that there must first be
conditior,ing of the male/female elements of society--that is, tear down
totally, structures and recognized roles.
The male operates first by “logic”
and then by ‘ ‘emotion’ *. The male ego
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must first be broken and then he will
take devious routes to find self-worthiness and separate from “logic” such
as in homosexual behavior, family
irresponsibility, sexual irresponsibility
and other separation devices to justify
to self the inability to cope and/or be
productive. To have self-esteem and
productivity to a level expected, the
male must be able to utilize this logical
approach to each endeavor. When
there is no logical solution, especially
as presented in apolitical set of restrictions, he can no longer properly function in his ideal role. This inability can
be easily be increased in value to the
elite by orchestrating loss of jobs,
position and relegating “man” to a
foolish role as perceived through media projections.
A more dominant factor, however, is the mother factor. The female
element of human society is ruled by
emotion first and logic second. In the
battle betweenllogic and imagination,
imagination always wins, fantasy prevails, maternal instinct dominates so
that thechild comes first and the future
comes second. A woman with a
newborn baby is too starry-eyed to see
a wealthy man’s cannon fodder or a
cheap source of slave labor. A woman
must, however, be conditioned to accept the transition to “reality” when
it comes, or sooner.
As the transition becomes more
difficult to manage, the family unit
must be carefully disintegrated, and
state controlled public education and
state operated child care centers must
become more common and legally
enforced so as to begin the detachment
of the child from the mother and father
at an earlier age. Inoculation of behavioral drugs can speed the transition
for the child (mandatory).

a

1920.

Now we will briefly consider
“Junior”
The emotional pressure
for self-preservation during time of
war and the self-serving atti’cudeof the
common herd that have an option to
avoid the battlefield--if jun;ar can be
persuaded to go--is all of thr pressure
finaily nwessary to propel Johnny off
to war. iheir quiet blackmailings of
him are the threats: “No sacrifice, no
friends; no glory, no girlfriends.”
And then, Sister. And what

about junior’s sister? She is given all
the good things of life by her father
and taught to expect the same from her
future husband regardless of the price-and so I believe this about catches you
up to date.

This concludes what is available as regards that which was found
of the government document.
***
Quite a number of you are awakening to the fact that you are not only
“in it” but it is washing about your
ears. Survival of the remnant is mandatory and I must, as with the teachers
of the past--insure that you understand
as much. I am not come to share just
for your information and intrigue in
reading or listening; mine is a task of
calling you who have committed,
allowing you to come into remembering your mission and laying forth
the Truth of the circumstances and
devious routes of the adversary in
pulling you from the path of LIGHT.

Remember
that the highest accounting of the
remnant in numbers is 144,000. I
speak herein, of the Holy Remnant-that being those who choose to survive
the holocaustal years and the great and
fearful battle recognized as Armageddon. It is the duty of these Elect
to prepare for the coming tribulations,
dig into the mountains and dens, stock
their caverns with ample supplies and
ride out the fearful years ahead. These
of the remnant will come from the
original tribes and shall include those
from America, Australia, New
Zealand, England, France and thus
and so. ALL AND ANY WHO
WOULD BE OF LIGHT AND
KNOWING.
Dharma, we need to take respite
but I ask that we not delay long in
reminding ones of the times at hand as
relative to the prophecies left for your
consideration. The shackles become
ever more evident with each passing
segment of counting and you of the
Remnant must also have more insight
into the guidelines of such timing. To
simply rise against that which has been
slowly consuming and enslaving you

is useless until the whole of the beast
falls. You can have pockets of progress
if you but see the problems and work
around them and within the rules set
forth. I believe it is time to repeat that
which is given by others before us and

reminding you of that which is written
by us. Reminders are in order because
the barrage of material has indeed
been great. Blessings be unto you who
hear and see.
Hatonn to clear.

sary for ‘costs’--not one cent! There
must be legal ways to do this job and
I do not speak of the pack of if not, after we hit the Supreme Court
whales who killed the gray whales off of the U.S.A., then and only then, will
of California--I speak of the pack who
stop!”
kill people and their dreams in the
Elite halls of injustice.
You precious readers allowed us
to make it through one more encounter
with the “law” system for we went to
$50,000
court unable to raise either the money
for the dwelling or the amount sufficient for the bonding. We did, however, have almost enough for the court
session--oh yes, indeed, you DO pay
for your unfair hearings and “execution” of judgments. In fact, the
primary phrase used in the courts for
petition to stay a judgment is “stay of
execution”. Sounds formidable, does
it not? Well, the “execution” is nay
sta,ed for about 30 days--which, in
fact, is more than we hoped for but I
pulled a bit of emotional ploy myself.
I had Dharma go to the Bailiff and
ask how to be heard by the judge. But
before that could be accomplished I
made her sick unto nearly passing out.
As she was rushing from the courtroom, all exchanges had to come to a
Several good things came from
halt. The judge immediately began to
get a bit less aggressive. Also the yesterday. One major point was clearly
viper from the pits of the S&L couldn’t made to the offence attorney and the
attend so we had a rather uncreative-- judge in point: PROOF BY PHONE
nice--person in the opposition comer RECORDS THAT THE AUCTIONfor the RTC . (The RTC , however, has EER WAS ON THE PHONE TO HIS
required that all attorneys COLLECT OFFICE AT THE TIME HE
real currency for all cases or they get CLAIMED TO HAVEBEEN HOLDtheir salaries cut since Congress didn’t ING THE SALE. The horrendous
go along with the last $25 billion thing is that the Ekkers are still not
support. The blood, however, will even with “GO” from the very first of
ONLY BE TAKEN FROM THE this fiasco FOUR YEARS AND A
“PEOPLE” AND NOT FROM THE HALF MILLION DOLLARS AGO!!
S&L’s IN POINT--JUST
THE NOW, THE RTC WILL ALLOW
“PEOPLE” WHO ARE STRUG- THESEONESTOHAVETHEPROPGLING AGAINST THE SYSTEM.) ERTY AT HIGHER THAN THE
At recovery of composure and ORIGINAL COST OF THE PROPsitting with the Bailiff, who, by the ERTY AND THE COSTS INway, is a true gentleman and cham- VOLVED--ALL HALF MILLION
JUSTICE
IN
pion, Dharma saw clearly the path--no OF THEM.
giving anything, no quarter, no “com- AMERICA?? DO YOU SEE WHY
promise’ ‘--justfull steamahead. When THIS MUST BE DONE? THIS
all of you learn this lesson you will
BE DONE.’ THE POINT IS
find peace in the valley, chelas. She TO GET THE DOENCH DUME’
announced, in the hall soapbox, to the LAW INTO EFFECT TO PULL
Bailiff and concerned attorrieys and DOWN THE HOLDINGS OF HUNE.J.: “Not one cent more than neces-
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DREDS OFTHOUSANDS OF YOUTHE-PEOPLE.
HOLD THIS IN
YOUR HEARTS AND PRAYERS
BECAUSE
THROUGH
THE
TOUCHING OF THE MINDS AND
HEARTS OF THE ADVERSARIAL
WORKERS, YOU CAN CHANGE
THE PATH.
We are so grateful to each of you
who have responded in love and sharing. You have accomplished another
step which may well be lost if I speak
it not--we shall keep writing regardless of that which comes. Ones here
have offered to physically move the
furnishings and other personal property (and Dharma has suggested that it
be into a leased circus tent “squatted”
on the adjacent property or actually in
the street) if it comes to that extreme.
This way, power lines can be run from
the generator to the tent and the computers can still be utilized. Let us hope
perseverance and energy flow can
prevent such a thing--but you readers
must know that we will continue if
even THAT EXTREME is required.
What did this? The final straw of
d&sion lOad came with two beautiful
letters. One from a 14 year-old and
one from a 16 year-old along with a
contribution and letter signed by an
entire family, right down to the baby
in line of age. Ah, beloved ones, can
you
how deeply this can touch
the heart? Can you know how I honor
this family? These parents have taken
their children out of the training camps
for evil and school them at home AND
THE CHILDREN ARE GRATEFUL
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FOR THEY STUDY THE HISTORY
AS PRESENTED IN THE JOURNALS AND
AND
HONOR THEIR PARENTS FOR
THE GIFT. THE LETTERS FROM
THE CHILDREN WERE PERFECTLY PRINTED, SPELLED
AND GRAMMATICALLY CORRECT AND YET, IT WAS OBVIOUS THAT THE CHILDREN HAD
DONE THE WRITING AND THE
‘‘THINKING ’’. THEY SAID WE
“ARE REACHING THE YOUNGPEOPLE”, PLEASE DO NOT STOP!
BLESSED ONES, WE SHALL GO
ON AS LONG AS WE CAN AND I
PERCEIVE IT WILL BE UNTO VICTORY--AND I DO MEAN “VICToRY”*
If necessary to buy time, we can
still file for bankruptcy which will
delay processing for an additional
minimum of 30 days and who knows
what can be accomplished in some
couple of months!
Please also know that E. J. and
Dharma immediately left the courtroom and went to the nursery and
gathered up gardenias and flowers to
Plant in the “fern garden” which has
remained barren for these five years of
continual packing and unpacking. I
believe Dharma has finally “taken
possession” and maybe that real1y is
90% of the battle. I ask that you ones
who shared your contribution--did that
and each plant will bear a name. The
remaining
is in a separate place of
.
secuntJ’.
By the way, the “killer whales”
only did that which was natural for

CALLED TO SERVE
By
“Bo”
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of
National Security to reveal how
U. S. Forces have been used as tools
by international elitists who are
guilty of drug trafficking, preventing American POW’s from coming
home, and more.

1800-729-4131

Bo tells the story behind the covert CIAoperations of Viet Nam.
He names those key individuals
involved in the Golden Triangle
heroin trade. His is a message of
courage and he delivers a “final
call to serve” to all who will
awaken to the evil behind the
“New World Order”.

their species. You have brought this
type of whale into your zoos but they
are the ocean balance bringers--they
werecalled WHALE KILLERS. Man
gavethem thenameof “killerwhales”.

Mr. Bush took victory over Los
with all the
of a
Monarch having put down a serf uprising. Citizens bowed and scraped in
appreciation for his bringing military
force into
cried out in protest.3

There is almost nothing MAN has not
tampered with and changed and made
to become unbalanced 2nd violent-may God have mercy in the final
accounting.

FULL INTENT OF BURNING OF
THE KOREAN COMMUNITY WAS
TO BRING PRESSURE TO BEAR
IN KOREA (Yes, I said “Korea”,
where things aren’t going to suit your
Elite Rulers).
Also note another thing--MANY

D~~zs
this

The Korean community

and
him your “free-trade” border “regardofcausing worsemiserymd upheaval. less of origin”, it is r&&d bY the
Youknow what? They are
THE

S/7/92 #1 HATONN
If you watched Kissinger last
evening, you will know exactly what
has happened and WHY Perot is
being foisted off on the unsuspecting
public as a last resort. You will also
realize why he is allowed hearing on
Live”--for Larry King is
the media frontrunner of “testing”
the water
.
The point is to cause so many
“third party” potentials to turn to an
“impossible” runner as to preclude
Gritz from any possibility of being
’ elected. Perot is not the Perot of three
years ago. Kissinger said it very
well--” . ..and he cannot in any way
run a complicated system such as the
United States so even if he were to win
he would only cause confusion and
worsening of all situations already in
trouble.” Pleaselookcarefully, readers, and PLEASE SEE. I petition you
to see and KNOW so that we can do
something about this incredible burden upon your place.
WHAT OF GRITZ?
Well, I can only share with you
that which I KNOW to be true. He
finds it difficult to accept the Truth
and that, as he puts it, “...the ‘lofty
ones’ e.g., George Bush, would be
threatened by the likes of the ‘lowly
ones’ i.e., us, would be to dabble in

dreams.. ..“. Let me remind you who
consider yourseives to be the “lowly
“--YOU ARE THE FLAME
Ones
THAT’SHALL BURN OUT THE
VIPERS FROM THEIR DENS.
Dear ones, I can only remind YGU
that this young man is groomed and
chosen by God to lead you as the
sequence is in order. There will be the
day when you shall grow again from
out of this muck and mire and it will
be then that strength and Godliness
must be that which is consumingly
instilled within the leaders--THIS IS
A GODLY MAN in point and will
serve within the WILL OF GOD, not
the will of self
.
Why would he go on with almost
no hope of winning an election? Because he must be known and recognized against the day when he can
serve and show you the way. The only
way to accomplish the task is to continue to meet as many as will come,
speak unto the multitudes and pray for
awakening and insight received.
Blessed are the ones who serve at this
time of greatness for the true heroes
are unsung while the Eliteevilmongers
are the receivers of praise while being
cowards in their games. YOU are the
heroes of this nation and this civilization and know that we of the Hosts and,
the higher Command KNOW as much
even though the fact may elude even
YOU at this time.
Perot has been deliberately put
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I just wish to make a very brief
statement herein regarding the COMMITTEE OF 300 by Dr. John
Coleman. I realize that many of you
are getting totally mixed signals--first
I urge you to buy the book and then
you find two separate bits of wide-

into the fray to negate any chance of a
third party winning any election. Your
system via the electoral college precludes all further possibility save “act
of God”. We do not, however, rule
out “act of God”.
ELECTION SYSTEM
For you who don’t understand the
system in full and for the children who
are learning at home, let me briefly
outline the workings of this “electoral
college” system. This has to do with
your Constitutional 12th
According to the 12th Amendment, no candidate can win the presidency through the electoral process
UNLESS they have 270 electoral votes.
Therefore (example), if Clinton, Perot
and the other “also rans” can get
enough to keep Bush from a plurality
(270)) then the vote goes to the House
of Representatives. Each of the 50
states gets ONE vote. The House
being Democrat will cast their vote for
Clinton. Clinton is groomed and
presented by the Bilderbergers and
Trilateralists and is anointed by
Rockefeller’s New World Order to
carry the ball. Bush has brought them
to the “one yard line” but you-thepeople are upsetting the apple cart-you are “digging in” and it isn’t so
easy as expected. Throwing the election into a liberal Congress for resolution will*cause massive confusion to
the public and ‘‘they might fall before
they realize they have been pushed. ”
Perot being in the fray makes it even
more difficult for anyone to win via
the electoral college. This system of
electing leaders is about as bad as any
other corruption to your Constitution--put into place to accomplish exactly this end--total control of the
elections.

spread advertising washing over you.
Because I have “pushed”
and
“shoved” the book and America West
published same with our assistance,
they offer the book for $16.95 plus
postage. The other advertisement is
for $24.95 including shipping. This is
a direct contact by Dr. Coleman and,
I believe, comes with his autographed
inscription. I take no offense at this
except to point out to you readers that
I was not made aware of the discrepancy and I apologize to any who were
misled by the contradiction. I do not
have input in setting the price of
anything other than the JOURNALS
which we maintain at just under
“breakeven” early-on and hopefully,
at some point--break-even. Ours is to
distribute the WORD. The higher
pricing is more in line with other
publications, especially of such importance, but I feel this explanation is due
you readers who are questioning the
discrepancy in “advertising”. If there
changes reflected in the
I shall ask that it be returned to
the $16.95 plus handling, immediately , for ‘you
TOR-JOURNAL subscribers and readers. Pricing
of all other books distributed by
America West is absolutely no business of mine. Thank you for allowing
explanation and I apologize to you
who have inquired as to the problem of
credibility.
This is exactly WHY we keep in
separation from other places recognized as ‘‘businesses’ ’ and individual
writers, etc. I sanction Truth and
honor work done in integrity and put
forth for you readers in honor. This
does not mean that I sanction all about
either businesses or authors and have
so stated on numerous occasions.
George and Desire’ Green give
ALL of their attention into getting
forth THE WORD and still survive in
this world. Other investments have
been utilized to keep this material
flowing to you and for this I am
gratefully appreciative. They travel at
great expense to share with you personally in bringing attention to the
Truth and unto GOD. I recognize
many other authors who can give you
great confirmation in that which we
outlay for your information--this does
not mean the authors are binded, somehow, to me or to God--that is for their
own projection--not mine. The Greens
do absolutely everything in their power
to bring this truth unto the masses and

they do it in the face of all negative
odds and outright attack. They hide
behind nothing nor anyone save the
shield of God and Command. If they
push a book or “thing’‘--it is because
I have asked them to do so. Do they
make errors in speech? Yes, and we
know that when they speak publicly it
is with intent of Truth and offer ‘‘opinions of the speaker regarding the information given” --they do not speak
AS the author or higher beings.
It is for this reason of bombardment
against them that I invite any who wish
to contact me directly, to have other
access rather than have to send all
through. the America West routing.
This is in effort to cut down a bit on the
load of material requiring attention.
Since George is in charge of public
distribution, etc., much of the information is intended for him personally--other material can be sent to
him if required or, if intended for
Hatonn, Dharma, etc., it can be routed
directly through THE WORD. We
are humbly grateful that the correspondence is so great as to have a
problem with timely attending of it.
This is progress, dear ones, and is the
fuel upon- which these workers can
thrive for most is still accomplished
through volunteer efforts beyond any
call or expectation. Your word of

appreciation IS the salary which sustains. We most surely realize that the
kind and loving thoughts shared with
Dharma are for all the contributors
and we must do a better job than now
of sharing those precious supporting
comments and letters with our local
crew.
I must say that the bog-down comes
right at my own door for restrictions in
ability to respond to inquiries within
the correspondence prevents its timely
moving through the staff at other parts
of the projects. We shall work to
rectify that stoppage as of NOW. We
are doing better as we can take up
more inquiries in taped sessions and
please forgive us for the failure to
timely respond to letters needing personal response and thank-you’s. I
desire to attend each personally--unfortunately I do not work on time and
space limitation but often forget that
my scribe does and that if she is to be
allowed time to respond to her own
personal correspondence, I must allow her the time. I have not been
willing to take the time away from the
WORD as must be attended. Please
know that each contact is treasured
and each ‘‘clipping’ ’ saved and valued
for we are accumulating a valuable
treasure of confirmations as the various scenes unfold.
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May I please give respite to my
preaching and allow the wondrous
wisdom of one in SOUTH AFRICA to
be shared. This person and those with
whom we share Truth are a very long
way from the U.S.A. and yet find the
Truth and the projection from the
U.S.A. quite suitable for it is the
WHOLE which must be considered
and the possibilities of change coming
about from places wherein it is still
POSSIBLE to change.
Let me just share the letter, please:
23,1992

.
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is well worth sharing for, as you
know, CHINA plays a most critical
role in this changing “time”. Efforts
have been made to cripple her through
what would be thought to be “natural
disaster” but I suggest none of you
“count on it” stopping any of the final
actions.
Quote:
BEIJING--China

.
.

.

1991
.
1.14

13

.

.

.

Please allow me to leave this with
you without comment on content other
than to say, THIS is what keeps us
going, and going and going. If only
ONE sees the path--it is worth every
moment of whatever service is required. These ones in South Africa
are truly walking through the final
hours of the valley of the shadows of
death of a nation and of a people. Can
our lot be worse? Oh, chelas, nay,
nay--ours is into glory. It is so, when
you place your hand in the hand of the
man who knows the way--the
pathshower--so shall the prize be attained! Amen.

I shall take responsibility for this
information being placed within the
body of this paper. It is hard for the
Editors and final authority to allow
commercial matters to be included,
somehow. However, if God is reality--God will.be in service wherever
YOU NEED HELP AND INSIGHT!
MOST OF YOU ARE STILL NOT
IN KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT WE
MEAN WHEN WE SPEAK OF
INCORPORATING AND NEVADA
CORPORATIONS. I insist that we
rectify that matter for if you cannot
know how to use the help God sends-then it is worthless to send the help. I
ask that
henceforth, contain at least one point of
information regarding Nevada corporations.
The information will be along the
lines as follows, please:
a

7,300

have comment about this for it
does not even consider the massive
losses already established in this year,
1992. Chelas, this is all in preparation
for what is to come. Please note that
depopulation of your planet is not only
planned but under way. In hands-full
of some 5000 to even 7,300 people is
nothing--but the stage is being set so
that you will not suspect the final
depopulation moves. That will come
via famine, disease and war. Massive
death will appear to be through natural
causes (earthquake, massive volcanic
eruption, etc.) and then the greatest
numbers will be removed via disease, ,
famine and outright murder through
war. If you do not recognize the
PLAN and know what is coming--you
can do nothing to prepare and save
selves--AND A REMNANT OF
“SELVES”
MUST BE MAINTAINED! IF NOT YOU--WHO??
So be it.

erally are pretty much the same wherever you may be located. Some states
may place other or unusual obligations on the resident agent, but these
are the exception rather than the rule.
A registered agent may be a natural person, but it can also be a corporation. If the registered agent is a
corporation, it may be either a domestic or foreign one so long as it is
properly qualified to do business in the
state. If the resident agent is a corporation, it also may act as the transfer
agent for the corporation it serves, as
well as acting in numerous other capacities for that corporation.
The resident agent (or RA) must
have a physical address where he
maintains an office. The purpose of
this physical address is to allow him to
be readily located in case someone
wants to serve legal papers or process
on him for the corporation. Although
the RA may have a mailing address
that is separate from this physical
address, he cannot “live in a mail
box.” This physical address may be

a

WORST YEAR FOR CHINESE
a

.

5,113

Also came this message from a
The resident agent maintains the
South African paper,
(difAlthough the duties “registered office” for the corporaferent routing than from above) and of a corporation’s resident agent may tion, and may be the resident agent for
interestingly enough, its place line is vary a little from state to state, the more than one corporation. The resiBeijing, China. Dateline: 26/3/92. It requirements of a resident agent genpagp
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dent agent in Nevada must keep some
records at his office, including a certified copy of the articles of incorporation and any amendments, a
copy of the corporate bylaws and any
amendments, and a current stock ledger or a copy of the stock ledger, (or
a copy of the Stock Ledger Statement
showing where the stock ledger is
currently located).
When the resident agent is served
with process (legal papers), he must
have the ability to transfer those legal
papers or documents to someone in the
corporation who has authority to take
the appropriate action. Common sense
would tell us, then, that he must have
reasonably quick access to some corporate officer or employee or at the
very least a current mailing address.
If a corporation fails to designate
a resident agent, it risks having important legal papers misdirected or served
by other means. This can be far more
serious than meets the eye. These
legal papers may be served on the
secretary of state if no RA or officer is
available to be served. It is even
possible that the mail might be used to
give notice of a lawsuit in conjunction
with one of those strange “legal publications” that you see hidden in the
classified section of your newspaper.
Your corporation could be sued and
you would not find out about it until it
was too late. ALWAYS have a designated resident agent, ALWAYS be
sure the proper papers are filed, and
ALWAYS let your RA know where he
can get in touch with you immediately
and at all times.

I am going to take the time right
here and right now to remind you of
“basics” and again urge you to get
information on your own. I ONLY
recommend Nevada Corporations as
the ‘‘home base” of any incorporation
and that can be explained later as a
reminder--I have written at length and
in detail regarding why, etc. But for
new readers and ones who have missed
out on the point, let me brief you
again. Corporations in Nevada only
actually need ONE person for all
positions of public record, ownership,
etc. Further, the owner of the entity
is never public record. This becomes,
therefore, an unlimited tool for estate
planning--” old corporations never die
they simply get a new president” and
go right on functioning without probate or legal entanglements of any
kind. I herein, now, ask that the next

subject covered by Mr. Christie be on
these “family” corporations or “personal” sheltering corporations.
To assist you ones more conveniently and at less expense than priorly
possible, an office and resident agency
is NOW ESTABLISHED in Las Vegas to better serve needs and shelter
privacy. Cort Christie is still contacted through Corporate Advisors
Corporation, 2533 N. Carson St.,
Suite 645, Carson City, NV 89706,
Tel: 702-885-9638 (ask for “Cort”).
Be patient with Cort because we are
running him from both ends and even
the middle; under that kind of pressure, anyone gets a bit tattered. If he
is not available when you call, he will
return your call or respond to your
inquiry in whatever mode is appropriate.
As we speak of utilizing corporations we are finding that you don’t
actually know enough about that which
speak to be of value to you. Let
first state, however, that this is only
“offered” to you, certainly there is no
coercion on our part. This is in
response to the myriads of inquiries
about possible actions to remain private and keep your assets safely tucked
away as long as possible--perhaps forever if you do your share in properness.. We find from inquiries on the
phone, and from other contacts, that
many persons considering the use of a
corporation really do not understand
just what they
how they work, and
how they are structured. They then go
inquire of the C.P.A.‘s and Lawyers
only to be told they ‘‘won’t work’ ’ and
thus and so. Well, it is to their
advantage to discourage you for two
reasons--they don’t know as much as
YOU DO about the subject, especially
out of the state of Nevada--AND
MORE IMPORTANT:
THEY
WON’THAVE A JOBFORITWIPES
OUTESTATEPROBATE AND ALL
THE NONSENSE OF TRUST RUNNING AND CONTROLLING, FOR
LARGE FEES, YOUR BUSINESS
AND LIFE WORK.
We also note that even though you
may be quite sophisticated in your
business skills, you need a refresher
course once in a while and we-thank
Lewis Laughlin for so timely reminding us of the fact. For these reasons,
we thank the resource and offer you
“Back to the Basics” of corporations.

artificial. but fullv recognized individual person. Yes, they are people,
too! Not YOU, if it is your corporation, but another entity birthed in
whatever state births it. You and it are
NOT THE SAME! THEREFORE IT
MUST HAVE ITS OWN SEPARATE
SET OF DOCUMENTATION AND
RECORDS JUST AS DOES ANY
BIRTHED PERSON ANYWHERE.
THAT IS WHAT MAKES IT SUCH
A VALUABLEENTITY--mCAN
CONTROL IT--BUT IT IS NOT
YOU. Theexistenceofacorporation
is totally separate from its stockholders and owners. And, as a separate
legal entity, it has the power to make
contracts, to sue or to be sued, to own
property or to convey it, and--yes--to
make money! It can do just about
anything that a real, breathing, person
can do. And, very importantly, a

a

The life of a corporation is
different from that of a real person.
The corporation life continues even if
the stockholder, director or officer
dies, or if the shares of the corporation
are transferred. It is capable of existing perpetually, legalese for “as long
as someone wants it to exist”. But it
need not last forever, and a corporation
be organized for a
TYPES OF CORPORATIONS

A Corporation that
is owned and controlled by a private
group of people, as opposed to the
general public. The term distinguishes
acorporation that isowned by individuals, for a business purpose, from the
corporations that are used for govemmental purposes (cities are actually
“municipal corporations”). Also, a
corporation that is owned by a small
group of people (10, for example)
might be considered a private corporation, whereas a corporation whose
stock is traded in the public market
(New York Stock Exchange, over the
’ counter, etc.) and has thousands of
shareholders would not be considered
a private corporation. The shareholders,.‘however, can be as few as YOU-(ONE).
A corporation
WHAT IS A CORPORATION?
whose stock is traded on the public
market. Also, this can refer to a
A corporation is just another governmental corporation for public
type of legal entity, created under the purposes.
authority of a state as a separate,

This term generally is
used with regard to federal taxation
and means a corporation in which 5 or
fewer shareholders hold 50% or more
of the stock in the company. Also, it
is commonly used in a less technical
and accurate way to describe any
company held by a single stockholder
or a closely knit group of stockbolders.
It is good to know what a close corporation is
It is a creature
that on!:* some states even allow to be
formed. The close corporation is
designed so that a few people can form
a corporation and operate it without
the normal formalities of a regular
corporation, such as certain minutes
of meetings, resolutions, and the like.
Although this might sound appealing,
upon further consideration it usually
proves to be the road to disaster.
Why? A ‘‘close corporation’ ’
is really a creature of STATE LAW.
The IRS is not bound by that state law.
The IRS puts great stock in corporate
records and formalities. It may consider the lack of corporate records and
-formalities in a close corporation as
sufficient grounds to consider the corporation as NO CORPORATION AT
ALL. This results in the shareholder’s
being held personally responsible for
the income of the corporation. Also,
other states that do not provide for
close corporations might take the same
lack of records and formalities to be
evidence of a lack of an actual corporation, resulting in the setting aside of
the corporate entity, or “pierce the
corporate veil ’’. Take it from us, it is
better to avoid this animal. Rather,
use the tried, true, proven and tested
‘‘regular’ ’ corporations, KEEP GOOD
RECORDS AND MAINTAIN PROPER FORMALITIES.
In a given state, a corporation
formed under the laws of that state is
deemed. to ,be a ‘*domestic” corporation. For example, a corporation
formed in Nevada is a domestic corporation
A foreign corporation is a
corporation formed under the laws of
any other state. In California, for
example, a Nevada corporation is a
’‘foreign’ ’ corporation.
A corporation organized by a person or persons engaged
in rendering ‘‘professional services’ ’
which require the person rendering
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those services to be properly “licensed “ (physicians, attorneys, etc.)
S
This is
a corporation that is just like any other
regular corporation, with the exception that it meets certain
Having met those
requirements, it is entitled to make an
election with the IRS and become
certified as an S Corporation. Typically an S corporation is a small corporation, as one of the requirements is
that there must be 35
The requirements are simple,
and the election is easily filed. So why
make this election? An S corporation
is referred to as a “pass-through”
entity. This means that, with few
exceptions, the profit or loss of the
corporation passes through to the individual shareholders for tax purposes
and is not taxable to the corporation.
In some situations, S corporations can
offer substantial tax advantages to the
shareholders.
C
This is
the designation given by the tax law to
refer to those corporations that have
not elected to qualify for S corporation
status or any other special corporate
treatment. It is also referred to as a
“regular” or an “ordinary” corporation.
I realize it is hard for you to grasp,
a
a
corporation and never have a profit
because you will do such good busithat you never waste profit upon
which to require taxing. Further, you
can privately handle your business
transactions because I+jeva.daIS THE
THE
are going to be most unwise
if you
come for information to
the source WITH THE INFORMATION, for if you go to your local
“brother” who “knows everything
about everything” he is not going to
know!
t&l you to incorporate, then, in, say, Delaware. No-Delaware used to have good laws-they now have reciprocity with the
6

and avoidance:

YJZARS! Hatonn
doing anything

except responding to the pleas for
assistance in proper management during this time of transition to the best of
my ability. You will not have miracles
dropped on you for you must work
within the system--I can only point to
the best solutions and you must do the
rest.
THE BIRTH OF A NEVADA
CORPORATION
(CORPORATIONS ARE
PEOPLE, TOO)
To start with, one or more
natural persons (called the incorporators) associate (or singularly) cause
to establish or to be established, a
corporation. They sign the Articles of
Incorporation or have appointed persons to do so, have them notarized,
and file them with the Secretary of
State of Nevada. A certified copy of
these Articles is returned to the incorporators, along with a Certificate of
Incorporation.
The Articles must contain:
1.
The name of the corporation--(cleared for singularity
with the Secretary of the State of
Nevada);
2.
The address of the registered office of the corporation in
Nevada;
3.
The nature of the business, objects or purposes proposed
to be transacted, promoted, or
carried on by thecorporation (management, consultant, printing,
general services of unspecified
type, etc., etc.).
4.
Certain information regarding the total authorized capital stock of the corporation;
5.
Specific information
regarding the governing board
(directors) of the corporation (don’t
let this one fool you--check on
proper method);
6.
Whether the capital
stock will be subject to assessment
to pay the debts of the corporation
(this needs know-how also);
7.
The name and address
of each incorporator (boy, this one
REALLY NEEDS ATTENTION
FOR IN SECURING PRIVACY
YOU CAN GET INCREDIBLY
IMPORTANT HELP ON THIS
ONE--LEGALLY, LAWFULLY
AND FULLY PROTECTED);
8.
The duration of the corporation.
You can blunder through this
_
on your own but if you are not in the
State of Nevada you must have a

registered agent at any rate. However, if you.wish to avail yourself of
actual shelter and utilization of the
only lasting and valid TOOL available--I can only urge you to get in
touch with Cort for help. He will not
mislead you and he will not give you
invalid or unlawful methods of game
playing which will only end you in
trouble. Properly used, this is the last
tool for sheltering assets, even homes
and “will-type” property. I can only
offer it for your attention but I think
you would be wise to seek information. We can take the worry out of the
filing requirements. Yes, it does cost
something because there are fees for
everything--but you show me anything wherein there are none! Remember, filing theproper forms in the
proper manner with knowledge of
intent creates the corporation and the
ability to fully utilize it.
MANAGEMENT AND
CONTROL
What a corporation can do and
how it goes about doing it are guided
by its articles and bylaws (which are
adopted by the directors). To illustrate what these articles and bylaws
mean to you, let us draw a parallel
between them and the very documents
that govern your country. The similarities are most striking.
The articles of a corporation
are to the company what the Constitution is to your country. When
your founding fathers wrote the Constitution, they drew up a document
that would set down solid guidelines
for things the country could and could
not do. They also recognized that the
document could not be too rigid. It
had to be a document that would give
the country direction but would also
allow the country to establish more
rules to govern specific situations, and
to even allow changes in the constitutional guidelines. The Articles of a
corporation could well be called the
“Corporate Constitution”. They set
down general guidelines for the corporation from which it cannot deviate
unless those general guidelines are
amended to reflect a change, much
like the country’s Constitution.
just as the country’s Constitution provided for additional laws to supplement it, the articles of incorporation
provide for rules of corporate procedure, etc., to supplement them. These
arecalled thecorporation’s “bylaws”.
Bylaws exist within the general boundaries set by the articles and
address specific points that are not

addressed by the articles, on how the
corporation is to be governed. This
works much like the laws in your
country which address specific things
the Constitution does not address,
while at the same time remaining
within the constitutional guidelines.
Thus, ARTICLES can becalled
theCORPORATECONSTITUTION,
while the BYLAWS are comparable
to your country’s LAWS. Bylaws
govern corporate activities such as
stockholders’ meetings, stock, directors, officers, etc.
Management of the corporation is given to a board of directors
(can be “one”), elected by the shareholders (can be one voted on by the
same one). The number of directors is
set by the Articles.
The only
statutory requirement for a director i>
that the person is at least 18 years old.
.

a

Hatonn has requested that taped
meetings/question and answer sessions be offered to you. Donations
to cover the costs of the tapes will
be $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes, and $2.50 per tape for three
or more. (For orders to Mexico or
Canada add $.25 per tape and for
any other foreign country add $.50
per tape). We are not set up to take
credit card orders, please send check
or money order donattons to THE
WORD. If you desire tapes from
everv meeting (to be sent automatically), please send a $50.00 (or
more) donation from which tape
costs will be deducted. You will be
notified when your balance falls
below $20.00.
( 1Tape) Hatonn on WHAT
IS A SEMITE?
4-17-92 (1 Tape) Hatonn on Who
were the first Christians?
4-25-92 (2 Tapes) Hatonn, “What
is coming soon?” (About the
Photon Belt), etc.
4-26-92 (3 Tapes) Hatonn group
meeting.
(1 Tape) L.A. riots/the
bigger plan.
5/2/92 (3 Tapes) Current events
and Q&A.
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93582
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a

The articles
of incorporation set the number of
directors, their age, residency, citizenship, and other requirements as the
incorporator(s) feel is appropriate. The
Board of Directors has full control
over all the affairs of the corporation
subject to the restrictions imposed in
the Bylaws.
The Board also elects the officers, who actually run the day-today operations of the corporation.
Typically, there is a President, a Vice
President, a Secretary and a Treasurer. All these officers can be the
same person. The Board can meet
periodically to conduct any business
which needs to be tended to, or all
business can be transacted through
resolutions signed by all the directors.
Remember, the stockholders elect the
directors. The directors elect the
officers.
a

AND GENERALLY IT IS
ONLY VALID FOR 6 MONTHS,
UNLESS IT IS EITHER “COUPLED
WITH AN INTEREST” OR THE
STOCKHOLDER SPECIFIES THE
LENGTH OF TIME THE PROXY IS
TO REMAIN IN FORCE. (This can
be a great tool in the case of family
stock--the incorporators (parents) can
issue proxies which allow them full
control to, say, the date of death of one
or both parents--however you wish it
set up as incorporator. Also, there is
no law in Nevada that says you EVER
HAVE TO ISSUE THE STOCK. Ah
ha! Do you see how creative you can
be and still act totally and confidently
WITHIN THE LAWS OF THE
STATE AND LAND? In any case,
the proxy can only be valid for a
maximum of 7 years without reaffirmation of validity.

filing must be done in the same month we are to move “correctly” in a
each
positive direction within security as
can be obtained right within the laws
60
THE FAIL- asestablished by the Elite in your own
URETOFILETHESEPAPERS CAN lands.
RESULTINTHECORPORATION’S
You may well be given advice as
BECOMING DELINQUENT, AND to “Just incorporate off shore and
POSSIBLY EVEN HAVING ITS haveoff shore banking, etc.” What is
STATUS “REVOKED”
IF AL- to insure getting anything BACK
LOWED TO PASS A STATUTORY WITHIN YOUR BORDERS???????
PERIOD. IF THIS HAPPENS, THE The first thing to go will be any ability
CORPORATION CAN NO LONGER to put or take across borders. This is
DO BUSINESS, AND ANY AC- why you are going to have to work
TIVITY CONDUCTED IN THE within the system and within the Elite
NAME OF THE CORPORATION IS establishment, stay SMALL and
SUBJECT TO CHALLENGE. So-- unthreatening and you will remain as
secure as is possible under any circumstances which follow.
This writing is too long and unI hope this information is found to
be of value and we shall effort to give wieldy but necessary. Thank
you ongoing working assistance as we your attention. Let a word to the wise
move along henceforth. To simply be sufficient for research and action.
tell you what to do is not sufficient if
Hatonn to clear.

MISCELLANEOUS REQUIREMENTS

As mentioned earlier, a corporation must designate a person to be
Generally, stockholders elect the Registered Agent for the corThis person
and remove directors, amend the ar- poration
ticles and bylaws, and approve extraordinary corporate actions. Usually stockholders have an annual meeting to take care of the above business,
Additionbut a Nevada corporation can accomally,
this
form
plish all this business through resoluas does a list of officers for the
tions.
corporation
(this can be attended in
A stockholder can either vote
privacy,
also,
if you make arrangehis or her shares personally, or the
ments
but
I
shall
not go into it herein-shares can be voted by someone else
authorized to vote the shares through you should contact Cort if you desire
further information). Typically, this
a PROXY. In Nevada, a proxy
RIGHTS OF STOCKHOLDERS

If you want to connect with others in your area who are also interested in this information,
drop us a note giving us permission to release your name, address and phone number
(optional).
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